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Escape with Facebook
Dear Readers
Facebook has become an extraordinary tool for the international concrete
cutting industry. If you are active in this sector and have a Facebook account
you have probably seen that there are several concrete cutting groups on
Facebook with thousands of members. There are numerous posts every day
from different jobs around the world. In this aspect Facebook has become an
excellent tool for the industry, and for concrete cutters around the world to
get to know each other and share experiences. Social media like Facebook,
Instagram, LinkedIn and others, should be considered an important part of
a company’s marketing strategy. But it only works if you are active. However,
there is another side of Facebook that I would like to share my thoughts about
and not related to our profession.
For many people Facebook has been a way to escape from reality or our
daily routines. There is absolutely nothing wrong with that, as long as it does
not interfere with your daily life and routines. But for some people Facebook
has become obsessive. Some need to update their status every hour to prove
that ‘I have a wonderful and very exiting life’. Others do not post anything
at all, but read posts from family and close friends. Many also find Facebook
perfect to anonymously survey friends and family.
Overall I think Facebook has reopened relations that many of us thought
were lost, as we have moved around and lost contact. So in that perspective
Facebook is an excellent tool and allows re-uniting with colleagues from our
past, or making new friends. But as with all things that provide a certain
satisfaction, it can easily become addictive. And in this case the purpose of
Facebook becomes the opposite. The online social networking place becomes
a tool for escaping from reality. A better way would be to actually go and see
some of the people that you check out on Facebook, call or Skype them in
person. But that is part of the idea with Facebook that you can choose how
much contact you want with your Facebook friends. It is important to connect with Facebook friends, as many of the Facebook friends you probably
have not met in person and do not really know. So the criteria for a friend are
different on Facebook and on any online meeting place.
But do not misunderstand and think that I am against Facebook. I
regularly use Facebook and think it is a great tool. But with Facebook being
present for quite some years now it is possible to see how life has changed.
What is good with all social media is that it runs on devices like computers,
smart phones and tablets. And they can actually be turned off.

Jan Hermansson
Editor-in-Chief
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”Let it Gooooo!”
It has been another busy few weeks since I
last wrote my column. However I believe
the UK is suffering slightly from the fact
that all we are talking about is the referendum on whether we stay in the EU. Even
the president of the USA has had his say
and, if I am honest, I think everyone in
industry is just looking forward to being
able to get back to business.
The Sunday Times in the UK asked
me my view recently and that is exactly
what I said to them and, fortunately, as
I write, there is only a month to go. The
whole debate has got me thinking about
the leadership shown by Governments
but, also, how I manage and lead my
business and how others do too.
I have met lots of diamond drillers and concrete sawers from across the
globe at events recently and I think there
is certainly an issue here that we have
to address.
How many of us were answering
emails? How many of us were taking
calls? How many of us could actually
switch off to the day-to-day running of
the business? I think I know the answer
to all three, pretty much none of us. It
is natural, I guess, that as the leaders of
the firms there is a degree of nervousness
about giving up control and that is not
unique to our sector I am sure. But I am
sure, like me, you have a team of people
that are more than capable of ensuring the
businesses will run extremely effectively
in your absence, if not even better. So, as
the song goes, Let it Goooooooo.
Seriously, and I was reminded of
this point only recently, that we set up in
business to enjoy it and, with that, comes
some great knock-on effects for the rest of
society. We create jobs, we pay taxes and,
in our industry, we make a positive difference with the work we undertake. The
bigger we get, as businesses, we have more
issues to think about over and above the
actual day-to-day work. We can, largely,

leave that side of things to our managers
and operatives. That does take a little bit
of the fun away. As I keep telling anyone
who will listen, concrete cutting is sexy, so
you can tell how much I love what we do.
Can I say that HR issues, pensions
and payroll are equally sexy? I am not so
sure, but they have to get done and have
to be overseen. So, ultimately, it is our
role as leaders in our businesses to decide
how far removed we want to become,
how much we want to have control over
everything and where we want to get
involved, not necessarily because we are
needed but because we want to.
What we also have to remember is
that we are not going to be around in
the business forever. As much as it pains
me to say, one day I am going to have to
give up the business and, again, all of us
have to think about succession planning
and where the firm will go once we have
retired and moved on.
I am not going to use this column
to go into the detail of how you plan for
your departure, but we do all have to start
thinking about it and make sure that our
businesses are in strong shape for when
we do eventually call it a day. That will
come sooner for some compared to others, but it does no harm to start preparing
the ground.
So, back to my original point, we
have to make sure we have fun. Work is
hard, business can be tough, especially
when your country is being hamstrung
by a referendum debate, and we all know
this to be true when we decide to run our
own company in the world of diamond
drilling and concrete sawing. Therefore, it
is time to trust the team, let go of a little
bit of control and remember to enjoy
what you are doing because that is what
it is all about.

Julie White, President of IACDS

CLASS-LEADING
PRODUCTIVITY JUST
GOT A LITTLE SLIMMER

NEW!
The new Husqvarna PG 680 RC is our latest remote-controlled, self-propelled concrete
floor grinder with Dual Drive Technology™. The 680 mm grinding width is slim enough
to enter through normal door openings. With the RC version of PG 680 you work much
more efficiently, since you don't need to stop the machine to apply HiPERFLOOR
chemicals, prepare the next set of tools and adjust electric cables and vacuum hoses.
The unique oscillation function helps you produce an even flatter floor for an astonishing
end-result. For more information, visit our website or contact your Husqvarna
representative today!

HUSQVARNA PG 680 RC
Power
Rated current
Voltage
Power supply
Grinding width
Grinding pressure total
Weight

www.husqvarnacp.com
Copyright © 2016 Husqvarna AB (publ.) All rights reserved. Husqvarna is a registered trademark of Husqvarna AB (publ.)

13 kW
28 A
380– 440 V
3-phase
680 mm
275 kg
500 kg

Scan the tag to
see a video about
the oscillation
function!

EDA
Words from the EDA President

The EDA 2016
Annual Convention
ATLAS COPCO’S NORWEGIAN CENTENARY
Pilar de la Cruz, former EDA President and new President William Sinclair.

The European Demolition Association,
EDA, organized its Annual Convention
2016, which was held on June 9th – 11th,
in Glasgow, Scotland (UK). Contractors,
manufacturers and associations of demolition industry in Europe met with the aim
of protecting its interests around the continent. The EDA 2016 Annual Convention
included conferences, presentations about
new developments, case stories and round
tables discussion.
The high quality of the speakers in the
Conference program, the presence of important sponsors in an active and friendly
exhibitor’s area, an emotional Gala dinner,
as well as, an enjoyable leisure program,
made this event a successful meeting for
more 150 attendants.
The first activity of the EDA Annual Convention 2016 was a workshop
on Thursday June 9, called “Assessment
of Construction and Demolition Waste
Streams prior to Demolition or Renovation of Buildings and Infrastructures.”
After the workshop, and just before the
Welcome cocktail, the EDA General Assembly was held with the objective of creating an overview of the demolition situation
in each country, between others topics.
On Friday the professional program
was moderated by Howard Button, Chief
Executive Officer of the National Federation of Demolition Contractors, NFDC.
The conference started with a welcome
by the past president of EDA, Pilar de
la Cruz, who welcomed the almost 120
attendants in the Conference room
thanking their presence and the support
of the sponsors: LIEBHERR, ARDEN
EQUIPMENT, MANTOVANIBENNE,
ROTAR, RITCHIE BROS, SMH, NPK,
LEHNHOFF, DEMAREC, CATERPILLAR, HYDRARAM, STANLEY
LABOUNTY, KOMATSU, KOCUREK
and JCB.
The day continued with a large number of speeches. A more detailed article
about the convention will be published
in PDi 4-2016.
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In the evening, the participants
enjoyed a Gala Dinner in the historic
Trades Hall of Glasgow, which provided
a relaxed atmosphere to the professionals
at the Annual Convention.
At the Gala Dinner past president
Pilar de la Cruz, made a speech and especially thanked the Gala Dinner sponsor,
LIEBHERR and its delegate, Mr. Darren
Bennet. At the end of the dinner, it was
time for the awards and recognitions. This
meant the last action of Pilar de la Cruz
as a president of EDA, because just after
that, in an emotional speech, she named
Mr. William Sinclair as a new president,
who thanked the presence in that moment
of important people for him during his
career. Finally, the first action of William
Sinclair as a president was to announce
Pilar de la Cruz as a member of the Club
of Honor.

About EDA
The EDA was founded in 1978 and is the leading platform for national demolition associations, demolition
contractors and suppliers. The EDA has a strong focus
on developments in Europe, which are of interest to
the demolition industry.

Atlas Copco celebrated its centenary in May.
The company was established in Oslo, Norway
on 13 May 1916, as Norwegian AS Diesel Motorer. The company originally focused primarily
on diesel engines and grew rapidly. In 1956
the company changed its name to Atlas Copco,

short for Compagnie Pneumatique Commerciale. Atlas Copco has since continuously helped
Norwegian industry with products, systems and
service solutions. The company now has over
180 employees in Norway, responsible for sales
and customer service.

Blastrac opens store in Oklahoma City
Blastrac has expanded its Oklahoma City
operation with a new store at 13201 North
Santa Fe Avenue covering an additional
area of 2300m2. Bob Foote, with 25 years
of service with Blastrac, will be the store
manager. He was formally inside sales/

customer service at the Oklahoma City
location. “We are very excited to open the
new Blastrac store, this gives us another
great way of falling our customers’ needs,”
said Blastrac North America president Mark
Haworth.

BlueMAC appoints new dealer
BlueMAC Manufacturing has appointed
SKALA Australasia Pty as its exclusive distributor of BlueMAC products and services
throughout Australia, New Zealand and the
Pacific Islands. This partnership will provide
exporting opportunities for BlueMAC with
SKALA, already a well-established supplier

and solutions provider for the recycling, mining, bulk materials and industrial processing
sectors. BlueMAC already has two plants
in build for SKALA customers and when
commissioned later in the year they will be
two of Australia’s largest construction and
demolition waste processing facilities.

info@europeandemolition.org
www.europeandemolition.org
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Chicago Pneumatic appoints UK distributor
In the UK Chicago Pneumatic has appointed
Vincent Tractors as its distributor of construction tools and portable energy equipment
in the county of Cornwall. Vincent Tractors,
based in Fraddon, Mid Cornwall has been
providing machinery to Cornish farmers,
plant operators and landowners for over 50

years. “Driven by customer demand and the
potential to capitalise on recent growth in the
Cornish construction market, we felt it was
the right time to expand the business and offer our existing customers a broader range of
services and products,” said Vincent Tractors
managing director Paul Vincent.

Sandvik Construction’s
new dealer in Uganda
Sandvik Construction has appointed Victoria
Equipment part of the GMACH Group as its
new distributor in Uganda to sell Sandvik’s
comprehensive range of equipment and
provide aftermarket care, spare parts and
customer service. “The additional Sandvik
equipment portfolio will bring heavy duty
equipment and technical expertise closer to
our end users as opposed to flying in technicians from abroad. We are now able to provide
service and deliver genuine Sandvik tools,
parts and equipment at a very competitive
price,” said GMACH financial director Sam
Kibuuka.

HILTI ACCELERATES SALES GROWTH
Sales of the Hilti Group in the first four months
of 2016 were up 7.4% in local currencies and
7.2% in Swiss Francs, compared to the same
period last year.
“Our extensive investments over the past
two years have set the stage for outperforming
the market even under volatile economic conditions and giving us confidence for significant
sales growth in 2016. This confirms our forward
strategy and we will invest further in selected
growth initiatives,” said Hilti chief executive
Christoph Loos. As in the previous year, busi-

ness in the regions was mixed over the first
few months of 2016. North American posted
growth of 12.5% in local currencies as a result
of the high level of construction activity. With
sales growth at 7.8%, Europe has also shown
robust performance. Conversely, the regions of
Eastern Europe / Middle East / Africa of 6.4%
and Asia/Pacific of 1.4% have fared less favourably. As a result of persistent political tensions
and the dependence on commodity prices,
the situation in Latin America continues to be
challenging with a fall of 8.9%.

RAMMER CELEBRATES SUCCESS
Rammer dealers from all corners of the globe
recently gathered in Dubai for a dealer seminar. Approximately 100 participants joined
with key figures from Rammer to learn about

Sandvik appoints
dealer in India
Sandvik Construction has appointed Larsen
& Toubro Construction & Mining Machinery
Business Division as its new distributor for
breakers throughout India. L&T CMB will be
supplying the comprehensive range of Rammer breakers, but also L&T branded breakers,
as well as providing full aftermarket care,
spare parts and dedicated customer service.
L&T CMB Division is a $15bn (€13.5bn)
Indian multi-national conglomerate based in
Mumbai. The company has business interests
in hydrocarbon, heavy engineering, construction, power, information technology, electrical
and automation, machinery and industrial
products, ship building, railway projects, and
other related industries.

the latest developments in Rammer sales
and service. An awards ceremony was held
to recognize the contributions of Rammer
dealers during 2015.

Keltbray business boost
The UK engineering business Keltbray increased
turnover by 25% from £216.9M to £272.3M
for the financial year ending 31 October 2015.
Gross profit improved 21% from £7.8 million to
£45.4, while operating profit increased by £3.6
million to £11.6 million, compared to 2014.
Keltbray employs over a 1,000 people and has
three reporting streams. Demolition and civil
engineering had a turnover of £202M, rail a
turnover of £54M and environmental materials
management a turnover of £16M.

SANDVIK APPOINTS
DEALER FOR PHILIPPINES
Sandvik Construction has appointed MB Rock
services as its new distributor for its Rammer
and Bretec product lines throughout the
Philippines. MB Rock services will supply a
comprehensive range of breakers and Sandvik rock tools and provide full aftermarket
care, spare parts and customer service. MB
Rock services is established throughout the
Philippines. In addition the company will be
able to call on round the clock support from
Sandvik Construction’s regional office in the
Philippines.

Kobelco expands
French dealer network
Kobelco Construction Machinery Europe is
continuing its European network expansion
with the addition of two new French dealers.
Solomat and Agricane have been appointed
authorised Kobelco dealer partners to help
and improve the servicing of Kobelco customers on mainland France and Réunion Island in
the Indian Ocean.
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Volvo CE appoints External
Communications Global Director

Sandvik Construction
appoints dealer in Algeria

Volvo Construction Equipment has appointed
Tiffany Cheng as its new Global director of external communications. Based at the company’s
Brussels headquarters, the role encompasses
print and online media relations for the business, as well as developing worldwide external
communication standards and practices for
Volvo CE. Reporting to senior vice president
communications Bill Law, she will also take
responsibility for the company’s customer
magazine, Spirit, as its new Editor-in-Chief.
Cheng will move from her current role as
Global director of internal communications, a

Sandvik Construction has appointed Swedish
Machinery and Trucks Group as its distributor
for mobile and stationary crushing and screening equipment throughout Algeria. SMT will
also provide aftermarket care, spare parts and
customer service. SMT from its headquarters
in Belgium provides a variety of services and
equipment in a number of countries in North
and West Africa, with local offices, workshops,
and service engineers located throughout
the area. SMT is the distributor for Volvo
Construction equipment, trucks and Penta in
22 countries in North and West Africa.
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position she has held since 2012. Prior to her
appointment to her current position, Cheng
also worked as a senior manager of external
communications for the Volvo Group, based
in Shanghai. Here she developed media
relations, organized media activities and ran
successful PR campaigns that promoted all
group companies, Volvo Ocean Race and
Volvo China Open.
“I believe Tiffany will make an excellent
contribution at this important time for Volvo
CE,” said Law. “I’d like to welcome her to
this new role.”

Dr. Schulze present at Bauma
The German manufacturer Dr. Schulze presented several
new products at Bauma.
The focus of this year’s Bauma presentation was set
on the flooring solutions under the headline of DRSFLOOR. In the flooring sector Dr. Schulze had a vision
to offer its customers the complete flooring solution
from a single source.
The Dr. Schulte’s DRS-FLOOR project consist of:
• non-stop customer service seven days a week for all
technical and commercial questions. DRS-FLOOR
engineers provide suggestions for sequence of
working steps, application of chemicals, 		
recommend optimum method for achieving the
required floor quality, and provide estimation of
project-costs.
• full range of chemicals for transformation of normal
concrete to the high-performance industrial floor.
• complete range of materials for repairing cracks,
joints and all other surface defects.
• heavy-duty machines for all types of floor 		
processing.
• diamond tools for any application.
• wide range of dust collectors and separators.
More information is available on the dedicated website
www.drs-floor.com.

One of the company’s highlights was a running
model of a planetary gearbox from a DBS-820-4H
grinding machine. There is no one multi-head grinder in
Dr. Schulze´s product line with conventional belt drive.
The company said that none of their gearboxes on their
machines sold in last four years has been opened for repair
or maintenance. Besides the annual oil change, there is
nothing else to do with these high-performance gearboxes.
Also on display was the first fully automatic ride-on
laser controlled grinding machine DBS-820-4H ALASER designed to achieve the floor flatness tolerances
of ±2 mm on 10m. Using its integrated laser system the
DBS-820-4H A-LASER finds automatically the areas
on the floor above the predetermined level and grinds
them by forward/backward motion sequence until the
required tolerance has been reached.
Dr. Schulze also used Bauma to launch its range
of shot blasting machines, consisting of DSBM-250
and DSBM-400 with working width of 250mm and
400mm respectively.
The smaller DSBM-250 suits smaller projects with
a performance of up to 100m²/h, the larger DSBM-400
is preferable for bigger projects and daily output of more
than 1000m². Both shot blasting machines consist of
the blasting unit and suction plant with automatic filter
cleaning system.
The Dr. Schulze range of the floor saws were reworked for the Bauma as well as two new models. The

Full mechanical gear
transmission of all
Dr. Schulze´s multihead grinders.
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Brand new shot blaster DSBM-250
with suction unit DSBM-250FU.

The floor saw range was extended
by FS500 B-E and FS800 LST.

Dr. Schulze himself proudly presents: the one and only
full automatic laser grinder DBS-820-4H A-LASER.
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FS500 B-E is a modular floor saw which can be transformed within minutes from gasoline to electric drive.
The second FS800 LST electric floor saw with optional 7.5kW or 11kW engine and hydraulic system for
blade lifting and lowering. The machine can be dismantled into three parts within minutes for easy transport.
Dr Schulze also showed the new chain saw DRSKS400 and the prototype of the ring saw DRS-RS400.
Both are based on the drive motor of the handsaw
DRS-TS400 and can be operated at 230V single-phase
3.7kW or 400V three-phase 6.5kW. All three can be
operated with the universal PowerBox DRS-FU6 U.
The range of diamond tools was extended by the new
type of laser welded core drill bits Rapid Drill with segment
height of 12mm for heavily reinforced concrete. Also the
vacuum brazed wire DS-SBB-1 for cutting of steel and reinforced concrete has been update for dry cutting of concrete.

Offshore decommissioning. Done.
PREMIUM wire saw systems with innovative technologies
and high quality components for professional requirements.
Even in challenging situations.
Find out more at www.tyrolit.com

A Company of the SWAROVSKI Group
www.tyrolit.com

NEW DUST
EXTRACTION EQUIPMENT

Oxysan Ionized workplace after only five minutes chiselling
and cutting. After 15min of ionization, creates a much more
pleasing environment. Photo: Jerneviken.

Mikael Karlsson reports on new dust extraction equipment from a handfull
of the worlds manufacturers of dust extraction equipment, wet vacs and air purifyers.

Ronda
The range of the Danish Ronda heavy-duty vacuum
cleaners has been extended with the addition of the
Ronda 2800H. The new vacuum cleaner is available
with a Longopac collection system, with a 40litre
container for concrete dust, a 65litre container for light
dust, and also a combination with Longopac bags in
a container.
An optional flap valve unit over the collection
system ensures almost dust-free emptying, where it is
necessary. It will be possible to configure the machine
for emptying during operation. If large quantities of fine
concrete dust from a floor grinder are to be collected, it
will be possible for one operator to empty the vacuum
cleaner while another operator continues to work with
the floor grinder.
The Ronda 2800H has been designed to handle
large quantities of fine dust, and is equipped with the
multi-tube filter system, which is used in other Ronda
machines. At the same time the filter load will be reduced by means of the cyclone effect. The machine is
also equipped with the Ronda filter cleaning system.
The machine has three Green Tech motors, which
can be switched on separately and is available for 230V
and 380V. It has been designed for the construction
industry and has a metal frame and equipped with large
wheels, which make the machine suitable for transport
between and on sites.

Ruwac
Ruwac from the US has introduced the PV10 propane
vacuum, the latest addition in its line of alternative
power vacuums. Unlike most vacuum systems, the
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alongside prolonged filter life and improved vacuum
performance.
This vacuum is also equipped with a MicroClean
filter that is 99.9% efficient at 0.5μm for longer vacuum
cycles and less filter maintenance. For applications that
require complete filtration, an optional DOP tested and
certified HEPA module is available.

Blastrac
The new range of Blastrac dust collectors is equipped
with a high-efficiency particulate air filter, which guarantees a suction of 99.995% for the particles greater
than 0,18μm for a total safety when used on hazardous
materials such as asbestos or lead paint.
Blastrac has developed a full set of dust collectors
equipped with HEPA filters, designed for jobs including remediation, decontamination, asbestos & lead
paint removals.

PV10 is completely independent of power cords, airlines
and electricity. Instead, the PV10 operates off a propane
power source backed by a Kawasaki engine. Combined
with a 12V electric start, heavy-duty casters, a fibreglass
frame and handle bar, Ruwac has made it possible for
to take this vacuum virtually anywhere.
The PV10’s foot-actuated drop down dustpan and
filter shaker system will make cleaning hassle-free, but
also add life to the vacuum system. A simple shake,
step, pull and empty will result in a dust-free clean up

Blastrac has also developed split
versions, composed of the filter
unit and the safety filter unit box,
both equipped with HEPA filter and
the suction unit.

In addition, Blastrac also has a LongoPac system
available that throws all the dust particles straight into
a bagging system. This guarantees no dust or hazardous
particles escaping into the environment.
The new line of Blastrac dust collectors is completely HEPA certified. To be even more efficient and
safer, Blastrac has also developed split versions, composed of three units, the filter and safety filter unit box,
both equipped with HEPA filter and the suction unit.
The motor is outside the contaminated area. The
safety filter unit is used to make the connection between
the contaminated and the safe areas whist the filtering
unit is inside the contaminated zone.
The industrial dust collector can be installed on the
ground floor whilst one BGS-250 and one BHG-1800
are working on the floors above.
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The range of Blastrac dust collectors HEPA certified is composed of:
BDC-138HLP-UD, with a motor power of 3kW
BDC-138H SPLIT, with a motor power of 3kW
BDC-3160H, with a motor power of 5.5kW
BDC-3160H SPLIT, with a motor power of 5.5kW
BDC-15KW SPLIT, with a motor power of 15kW
Blastrac has also developed cyclone systems, which
complement the original dust collectors. They have
been designed for jobs with a lot of dust. They have
better dust capture and increase the lifetime of the dust
collector filters.
The Blastrac cyclonic pre-separators are available in
two different sizes. They allow capturing between 80%
and 90% of dust, increasing the lifetime of the dust
collector’s filters. On the largest cyclonic pre-separator,
it is possible to connect several machines.

THE INNOVATORS IN SURFACE PREPARATION

ALL THE EQUIPMENT YOU NEED IN ONE HAND
SHOT BLASTERS, STEEL BLASTERS, GRINDERS, SCARIFIERS, FLOOR STRIPPERS & DUST COLLECTORS

GRINDERS | FOR GRINDING AND POLISHING LARGE FLOORS AND OTHER SURFACES

SCARIFIERS | TO LEVEL LARGE SURFACES OR REMOVE THICK COATINGS

SHOT BLASTERS | TO CLEAN AND RETEXTURE CONCRETE OR ASPHALT

FLOOR STRIPPERS | TO REMOVE OLD FLOOR COVERINGS

WWW.BLASTRAC.EU • INFO@BLASTRAC.EU

Oxysan 2000 here shown as exploded, is an example of a air Ionizer
for highly dusty environments. The portable machine is described
as powerful enough to cope with spaces up to 1000m3, depending
on the degree of pollution. Oxysan is sold by several retailers in
Sweden.

Oxysan
A relatively new method for the purification of dustladen air is exposure to ionization. During ionization
positive and negative oxygen molecules are created in
the air. The molecules form larger particles that fall to
the floor. Thanks to that they can be swept, scooped or
sucked up. It takes a few minutes before the ionization
to act, so the apparatus can be switched on for a while
before chiselling, drilling or cutting begins. The investment in the new ionization technology is expected to
cost just over €5,000.
Oxysan is built up of filters and ionization tubes.
The unit’s noise level is below 50 dB(A). The machine
is equipped with a HEPA filter to keep the exhaust air
purified. Oxysan purifies the air in a natural way and
provides the same health benefits of clean, fresh outdoor
air. Hazardous micro particles are removed by ionization.
All kinds of dust, concrete dust, asbestos fibres, wood
dust, is removed and the effect remains up to two hours
after the machine is turned off.
The manufacturer says that air exchange in a
building considerably reduces capacity, reducing the
effectiveness of the damp conditions. Small amounts
of ozone can be formed at ionization and is important
that staff are informed and trained properly.
Oxysan, which is manufactured by the Swedish company Mpirum, is available in three sizes 1000, 2000 and 3000

with capacities of 60m3 to 1500m3, depending on the model
and degree of soiling. The smaller model is recommended
for operation at painting and related grinding jobs. Oxysan
2000 is made for construction and demolition jobs, and
fire damage. The 3000 model is for bigger demolition jobs.

Pullman Ermator
New since 2015 is the air cleaner A4000, designed for
big jobs. With a capacity of 4000m3/h it can handle
work surfaces up to 250m2. The machine has a central
exhaust at the rear where the discharge hose can be attached. It is equipped with disposable pre-filter and four
H13 filters. Hepa filters are of the same kind as those of
the A1000. The filter frame is mounted with hinges and
buckles to make filter changes easy and quick. It is also
easy to move when equipped with lockable non-marking
wheels. It is equipped with a warning light when it is
time to change the filter.

Pullman Ermator A4000. The powerful air cleaner
A4000 manages spaces up to 200-250m2.
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Dehaco
A highlight on the Bauma stand of Dehaco, the Dutch
manufacturer of demolition, dust control and personal
protection equipment, was the Tera self-supporting
dust control system. Unlike conventional water cannons with nozzles, Tera features the patented Demto
rotor. The rotor produces the same fine water mist as a
traditional cannon, but, due to the absence of nozzles,
scale build-up is no longer a problem. Depending on
requirements, the rotor allows users to choose between
coarse, medium and fine droplet sizes. The ventilator,
which controls throw distance, also operates in three
modes, Eco, Eco Boost and Power Boost”.
Equipped with a generator and a 2,200litre water
tank, the Tera system can be installed on a double or
triple-axle trailer, which makes it a mobile and fully
self-contained dust control solution. As standard, the
Tera machines feature a 335° electrically operated
rotation, a digital flow meter, showing previous and
current water consumption parameters, manual tilting,
a control panel with switches and lifting eyes. Currently
the Tera series includes four 400V models, ranging in
throw distance from 45m to 90m, and one small model
available in 230V or 110V configuration with a throw
distance of 25m.
Also on display were Dehaco’s hydraulic breakers
from the IBEX range, as well as a full line of attachments
for demolition and recycling applications.

TURN YOUR
DREAMS
INTO REALITY
Meet the third innovation of the original
diamond array technology that changed
the industry in 2005. ARIX G3, superior
performance you can see and feel.

36B-10L Namdong Industrial Complex, 610-9, Namchon-dong, Namdong-gu, Inchoen, 405-100, Korea
TEL. +82.32.820.3801 I FAX. +82.32.810.3456 I E-mail. terry@shinhandia.co.kr
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Relentless Innovation Since 1976.
Back in 1976 we made a promise to provide ultimate demolition power for the toughest jobs
on planet earth. We have kept that promise. By continuously listening to our customers we have
managed to provide new and improved solutions, year after year. And this time, we give you two
more: The Brokk 120D, the world’s smallest diesel-driven demolition machine, and the Brokk 280 –
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The Bauma

PARTY’S OVER

The mega Bauma show in Germany continues to hold its position.
The area of the former Munich airport was exploited to the limit
in April, and cannot accommodate any more exhibitors.
Jan Hermansson reports.
Bauma did not disappoint with 3423 exhibitors from 58
countries attracting 580,000 visitors from 200 countries,
an increase of almost 50,000 on the last show in 2013.

Integration was the key word in hall A1

to the majority of drilling contractors in Europe and
is quickly taking market share in North and South
America, Australasia, South Africa and Asia. At this year’s
Bauma the trend was integration of the electric converter

and power unit on large wall saws. Small, high frequency
wall saws with integrated electrical box have been around
for a while from the likes of Hilti and Tyrolit, but now
it is the time for the bigger saws. Pentruder showed a
prototype of the 15kW, Pentruder RS2. It is expected
to be in production later in the year. Hilti’s new one
is an 18kW, nicely designed, well-balanced, light saw
made of Titanium. Details will be revealed at its official
launch in due course.

Many upgrades and fewer innovations
This year’s Bauma revealed a lot of interesting new upgrades of existing products or new additions to existing
ranges and not so many innovations.
Husqvarna impressed with a large display and a lot of
new products, including a new Prime PP490 power pack
that can power all tools in the Prime series. Also new was the
remotely controlled floor grinder PG 680 RC. Husqvarna
also showed the upgraded electric power cutter K6500, the
new saw carriage for K760, new tool series Redi Lock and
the new service programme UpCare. Husqvarna also took
the opportunity to introduce two new road saws FS 5000D
and FS7000D for laying fibre optic cable.

Prime reason for visiting a trade show is to seek at new
products and investigate new trends. However in recent
years the increase in the number of trade fairs has made
it impossible for manufacturers to introduced new
products at every show. The industry is returning to
where it was in the 1970s and 1980s where new products
are launched when they are ready, whether or not that
coincides with a show.
But Bauma is special, as most manufacturers realise
the show is the best way to promote new products and
trends. For example a number of years ago the new high
frequency technology in the concrete cutting industry
was introduced at Bauma. That was a new trend and a
new technology. It was also at Bauma that the grinding of concrete floors gained momentum, as well as
hydraulic breakers, pulverisers, crushers and rotating
milling heads.
As for the high cycle technology, the trend was clear
that this was the new development that would rule the
concrete cutting industry. Currently high cycle applies
June - July 2016 • Issue 3 •
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Another interesting innovation was a chainsaw
module that is easily applied to any of Husqvarna’s wall
saws. The WSC 40 chainsaw module can be installed
on the wall saw to eliminate over cutting.
Tyrolit showed its new lightweight wall saw
WSE811 *** with integrated power box. Also new was
the dry drilling system DME19DP, a new handheld
ring saw HRE400 ***, handsaw HBE350 *** and an
extension of Tyrolit’s wet drilling system. Tyrolit also
launched new bench saw and floor saws.
Hilti demonstrated their small integrated wall saw
and its line of core drilling machines with integrated Eboxes. Hilti also showed several new diamond tools and
the new interchangeable module for drill bits, whereby
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contractors no longer need to carry a lot of core drills.
The contractor simply changes the segment ring with
bayonet locking.
Pentruder, who shared the booth with the German
Hydro Tec, showed the prototype of its new large wall
saw, Pentruder RS2, with integrated power supply.
Pentruder also released an upgraded drill stand equipped
with a spirit level for precise positioning. The stand can
now be supplied with a wheel kit.
Pentruder wall saws now are available with wireless remote control. Their wire saw has also been
fitted with a new footrest and a blade guard has been
developed for sawing with double blades. Also the
Pentruder drilling systems can now be angled on the

drill stand and a new lockable drill stand is under
development.
Weka launched the new Anna family of multipurpose diamond tools, the diamond disc saw TS 40,
the diamond chain saw TK 40 and the diamond ring
saw TR 40.
The TS 40 is a saw to use on stone, asphalt,
concrete and masonry. It has a diamond saw blade of
400mm diameter. The TR40 diamond ring saw is also
a multi-purpose machine to cut concrete, masonry,
stone and steel pipes and has a ring blade of 400mm
diameter.
The TK 40 has a large chain and guide selection for
use in concrete, masonry, stone and steel pipes. It can

New crusher from Atlas Copco (above) and
below a new crusher from Arden Equipment.

Owner of LS Diamond Drilling Pty Ltd,
Youssef Hallak and his colleague.

cut concrete walls and masonry up to 430mm deep and
is ideal for small openings, corner cuts and very deep
cuts. Cutting close to walls is also possible.
The FU6 U converter controls the three new tools,
which is located in a small aluminium box. The watercooled frequency converter can drive and control all
Anna tools as a universal drive unit.
Dr Schulze launched a long line of products for
concrete cutting and grinding. See separate feature on
page 12.
Other big names that stood out and showed new
products included Gölz, Heger, ICS Blount, Lissmac,
Dr. Schulze, Braun, Solga, Stihl, Cedima, WideCut,
Dr. Bender, Adamas, Otto Baier, Hakken and Ehwa

Diamond. Stihl was also the first to launch a battery
powered, handheld concrete cutter, which is believed
to be the first battery powered equipment in the professional concrete cutting segment.

Grinding and polishing
of concrete floors remains strong
In hall A1 there were also a number of exhibitors of
machinery and equipment for the grinding and polishing of concrete floors. Scanmaskin showed its new
smart floor grinder, Scan Combiflex 650 DSP, with a
computerized system that guides the operator through
the work. Scanmaskin also announced its new partnership with the German manufacturer Heger Diamond
June - July 2016 • Issue 3 •
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Tools, which will sell and market Scanmaskin’s products
in the German market.
The German manufacturer of floor preparation
equipment, Schwamborn Gerätebau, presented the
new remotely controlled floor grinder, DSM 800RC.
According to Schwamborn the new grinder has a high
grinding performance with lower diamond wear and
reduced of costs.
It has a display with power indicator that gives
optimum diamond selection and grinding performance.
It has a high performance gearbox for maximum power
transmission and high grinding performance. It also has
automatic tool adaptation to give improved grinding
results on uneven floors and anti-shock transmission
mounting. Also incorporated is individually adjustable
grinding pressure for improved grinding results and
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180° turning manoeuvres with grinder overlapping to
perform uniform grinding.
Also exhibiting was the Bulgarian/US manufacturer
Superabrasive that showed a new series of self-propelled
floor grinders with grinding widths between 650mm and
800mm. Fredrik Andersson, who is responsible for sales
in Germany and Austria, said that the new self-propelled
grinders are a more economic option for floor grinding. “It’s not always necessary with an expensive radio
controlled floor grinder. Often the project allows a selfpropelled machine that can be set and follows a precise
position is just enough,” said Andersson. “These new
machines are very useful, for example, when there are large
surfaces that need to be ground or polished. To opt out of
radio control and use our self propelled machines is an up
to 30% cheaper solution, but with the same end result.”

HTC showed their latest releases including a new
app, which simplifies the choice of tools for users. The
company announced that it has recently appointed a
new head of the department for diamond tools and
Magnus Titus has been appointed as export manager.
This year Blastrac presented three new machines,
the triple head grinder BMG-555, the single head
grinder BGS-250 and the remotely controlled floor
grinder BG-250RS. The Blastrac BMG-555 has a
working width of 555mm and has been designed for the
middle size grinder market and has some new features
not found on other grinders in its class. The BMG-555
has been designed for various sizes of horizontal surface
preparation applications. It is an ideal machine for
companies dealing with removal of coatings, concrete
grinding or polishing applications. The BMG-555

Dustcontrol, Brøndum and pentruder were all showing news.

The Diamantwerk team.

Brokk Marketing Communications Manager Eva Skinner infront of
the new Brokk 280.

triple head grinder is dust free when connected to the
appropriate dust collection system.
The Blastrac BGS-250 has a working width of
250mm. It has an adjustable grinding depth and it is
very easy and comfortable to use with low vibrations.
It is a single disc concrete grinder for small to medium
horizontal surface preparation applications.
The BGS-250 is very easy to use with low vibrations. The BGS-250 is dust free when connected to the
appropriate Blastrac dust collection system.
Other exhibitors in the sector of grinding and
polishing concrete floors were Janser, Airtec, Contec,
Klindex and others. A new US entrant to the European concrete floor grinding market promoting their
products at Bauma was National Flooring Equipment.
Their products were displayed on the stand of German
company Impacts, which also showed the US grinding
series of Prepmaster from STI.
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Within the sector of machinery and equipment
for dust extraction, air cleaning and wet vacs, Pullman
Ermator made a strong presence with their booth at
the entrance to hall A1. The company launched a large
proportion of its product range, including dust hoods
launched at World of Concrete.
Nearby Pullman Ermator another Swedish manufacturer Dustcontrol showed their new line of dust
extractors called Tromb. Danish company Brøndum
displayed their new dust extractor Ronda 2800. German
Heylo also showed a number of new products, including
the air purifier FT 1200.

Hydrodemolition at Bauma
Hall A1 was also the area for hydrodemolition equipment. Hammelmann and Woma showed their pumps
and hand lance equipment and Aquajet Systems introduced two new cutter robots. The Aqua Cutter 410V

is a combination of Aquajet’s robots, 410A and 710V.
The new 410V is much lighter and smaller compared
to the original 710V, making it perfect for all kinds of
operations, especially in tight spaces.
The Aqua Cutter 710V XL is the bigger version of
the 710V. The design allows the operator to reach all
horizontal, vertical and overhead areas up 7m without
support. The larger footprint means that the Aqua Cutter 710V XL can handle higher reaction forces and has
less weight/m2. Both robots come with Aquajet’s latest
control systems, the Evolution 2.0 control system and
the Revo control system. This allows the Aqua Cutter
and Power Pack to work together as one unit, and be
easily controlled and managed by the operator with one
single remote control at a safe distance.
In addition Aquajet presented EcoClear, which
is a water filtration system developed to work with
Aquajet’s range of cutter robots. The EcoClear filtra-

tion system is a state-of-the-art solution dedicated for
filtering hydrodemolition water on a completely new
level. EcoClear is capable of handling a flow rate up
20m3/h, and gives the operator full control to monitor
and change the water pH level as well as the turbidity
level. EcoClear enables the operator to discharge water
back into the environment without the need of an
extra water reservoir and without the use of filters and
without pollution.
”Here we have truly reinforced the use of hydrodemolition as the safest and most sustainable concrete removal method. Our continuous research and
development allows us to keep developing safe, efficient

and environmentally friendly solutions for the global
market. Bauma 2016 is the beginning of a new chapter
in our success story,” said Aquaject Systems managing
director Roger Simonsson.
On Conjet’s the company showed its latest Conjet
Robot 557 with a number of new features that make
hydrodemolition safer, more efficient and precise. The
popular and extremely small and compact frame system
Nalta was demonstrated as well as Conjet’s new water
purification equipment.

New demolition robot from Top Tec
Also in Hall A1 Top Tec launched the new electric

remotely controlled demolition robot, Top Tec 1500E,
the smallest robot in the company’s range. The new
machine weighs 1.6t has a height in driving position
of 1.19m, maximum width of 1.25m and can drive
through tunnels and round openings from 1.42m diameter. It is driven by an electric motor with a power of
10kW to 15 kW. The undercarriage has four outriggers
with rubber shoes.

Outside Hall A1
Demolition tools, such as hammers, concrete shears,
pulverizes and other attachments were exhibited primarily in Hall B4 and in the outdoor area.
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Husqvarna President Kai Wärn and Head of Husqvarna Constrcution Products Division Henric Andersson.

Head of Tyrolit Construction
Division Alfred Landl and Marketing and Head of Product
Management Construction
Wolfgang Wiefler.

From the right Trevi Benne President Luca Vaccaro
and Marketing Manager Christian Taditto show the
company’s new client magazine.

Brokk exhibited with sister companies Darda, Kinshofer and Demarec. Brokk had a surprised addition with
its new Brokk 280. This delivers 20% more power than
the Brokk 260. It is equipped with a new electrical system
and the new computer system Brokk Smart System. The
machine has a new design compared to other Brokk
robots. Stability has been improved, the headlights are
protected against falling material and some components
have been made more resistant to handle tough jobs. The
robot weighs 3.15t and is slightly heavier than its predecessor Brokk 260. Brokk also had a simulator on display.
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Also in the outdoor area was Atlas Copco showing
many new products. These included the new rotating
milling head CC 5000, the new concrete cutter CB
2500 and the range of cutters in the SC series, MH
series material handlers and the new series of Hydro
Magnet, and new hammer SB 1102.
Furukawa showed then new RC22ER and Italian
manufacturer Indeco launched new fuel-saving systems
on all its breakers called FS. Indeco has upgraded its series
of fixed and rotating pulverizes fitted with replaceable
teeth. Indeco’s multi-processor and demolition grabs have

been redesigned and now available in five sizes.
In the outdoor area Avant Tecno showed their new
their new 200 and fully electric E Series. In Hall B4 were
suppliers of demolition tools such as Simex, Ramtec,
Rotar, VTN, Promove, Mantovanibenne, Italmek and
Trevi Benne, which showed their new booster systems
and MK Series.
Also outdoors were numerous providers of mobile
recycling equipment showing their latest releases. These
included Doppstadt, Rubble Master, Metso, Rockster,
dsb Innocrush, Keestrack, Kleemann and Powerscreen.

HG HYDRAULIC GENERATOR

POWERED BY HYDRAULICS

HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT FOR MOBILE MACHINERY
GENERATORS
VARIABLE GENERATORS
WELDING GENERATORS
MAGNET GENERATORS
MAGNETS
INSTALLATION VALVES

POWER WASHERS
STREET WASHING UNITS
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DUST SUPPRESSION
DRILLING FLUID PUMPS
FIRE FIGHTING SYSTEM

AIR COMPRESSORS
BIN WASHING SYSTEM
POWER BOOSTERS
POWER TAKE-OFF
VIBRAS
ETC.
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Bauma demolishes past records
It is hardly surprising that every edition of Bauma
surpasses its predecessor. The most important event
in construction industry, the triennial show just keeps
growing. However, a pleasant surprise for manufacturers of demolition and recycling equipment, was an
unprecedented number of machines at the show. The
companies also reported record-breaking numbers of
enquiries during the seven-day marathon event. Andrei
Bushmarin reports

DEMOLITION ATTACHMENTS
NPK extends crusher and cruncher line-ups
The Japanese demolition and recycling attachments
manufacturer NPK, used Bauma to present a variety of
new and redesigned products. Building on the success
of the SV-24XR, SV-65XR and SV-100XR hydraulic
crushers, the company added two new models to the
line-up. The 4t SV-36XR and 5t SV-47XR crushers
come complete with double cylinders and a double
booster device, which puts them among the most powerful machines in their class.
Also new was the NPK G-25JEH hydraulic magnet
cruncher. Based on the NPK G-18J model, the G25JEH features the familiar booster and cylinder configuration and a 2.4kW electromagnet 220V DC. The
machine has a replaceable tooth plate on the frame and
the moving jaw. Both tooth plates can be easily replaced
on site. The redesigned versions of its proven concrete
crunchers G-18JX and U-31JXR were also unveiled.

www.npke.eu

Attachments galore from Mantovanibenne
Mantovanibenne, the Italian attachment manufacturer,
had one of the biggest stands in hall B3 accommodating a large variety of products. These included concrete
crushers, rotating and fixed pulverisers, Eagle scrap
shears, screening buckets and pile breakers. A highlight
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was the new MS15 multiprocessor for fitting to 10t to
21t carriers for a wide range of demolition and recycling
tasks using six different jaw types.
Other Mantovanibenne highlights included the
7t SH700 scrap shear in the Eagle II range and the
CRH440 concrete crusher, featuring the twin booster
mechanism.

www.mantovanibenne.com

Wimmer Hartstahl unleashed the Alligator
One of the major attractions from Wimmer was a new
model of demolition shear called Topcut 700 Alligator.
The shear features a 350mm long knife with a cutting
force of 370t and a crushing force of 90t. Its 1m wide jaw
allows the shear to crush more material at once, while a
special rapid traverse helps it work faster.

www.wimmer.info

Mabi showcases SCRAP’AIR range
Mabi from France, has mainly focused on machines
for wood treatment applications. But in recent years,
the company has centred on demolition, following the
invention of SCRAP’ AIR, hand-held pneumatic concrete stripper- cum-breaker that won the first prize in the
French national competition Lumières de l’innovation
in 2011. The machine comes with a selection of 20 exchangeable tools to suit job requirements. Currently the
range counts four basic models but it is the SCRAP’AIR
38 machine with an output power of 30 joules that is
particularly suitable for removal of construction materials, such as concrete and asphalt.

www.mabi.fr

QUICK COUPLERS
Corimag introduces a manually operated model
Italian manufacturer of quick couplers and spare parts
for hydraulic breakers Corimag used Bauma to debut a
new addition to its Tacà Fort range of quick couplers.

The new Beta coupler is fully manual, with an improved
double-wedge shape. Also new from Corimag was the
hydraulic bushing changer, designed and developed
in house.

www.corimag.it

A truckload of innovations from Lehnhoff
The German company Lehnhoff, which recently became
part of Komatsu’s empire, presented hot of new quickcoupling products. The three new SQ quick couplers
suitable for 12t to 70t excavators are based on the
Nordic S-standard.
The new Variolock systems for 14t to 40t excavators VL100-2, VL210-1 and VL250-2 feature a new
hydraulic tensioning device, ensuring that the valve
blocks are kept pressed together. As previous Variolock
models, these systems also feature Lehnhoff’s integrated
depressurisation unit, which makes effortless the process
of attachment changeover.
Bauma was also used as an opportunity to demonstrate Lehnhoff’s new safety system Lehmatic Safety
Control. It consists of sensors, which continuously
monitor the correct positions of a quick coupler and
of the locking pin. The system informs the operator
optically and acoustically about the locking status of
the quick coupler at all times.

www.lenhhoff.de

MOBILE RECYCLING
Nakayama Iron Works
extends “Dendoman” range
Nakayama Iron Works from Japan that manufacturers mobile recycling equipment has added the City
Walker NE100J to the Dendoman series of electricdriven crushers. Unveiled at Intermat one year ago, the
crusher has been completely redesigned after extensive
field-testing and customer feedback. Weighing 11t, it
is the most compact machine in the Dendoman range.

shuttle service provided by the company, visitors had
an opportunity to see a Rockster impact crusher R900
processing demolition debris to a size of 0-22mm at a
construction site nearby. The manufacturer is reported
to be happy with the attendance and the level of interest
its machines attracted. AR1100S crusher was right at
the show to Polixmair Aufbereitungstechnik, a Rockster
loyal customer from Gmunden, Austria.

www.rockster.at

McCloskey’s booth stacked
to the max with new products
It features a single toggle jaw crusher AC 2415 with
a 600mm x 370mm inlet with an output of 15t/h to
60t/h at 35mm closed-side setting, depending on the
material being crushed.
The AC2415 jaw crusher has a smart energy drive
hybrid system comprising a 45kVA generator and a
hydraulic pump. At start-up, the crusher is powered by
the hydraulic power take-off system. When the rotational
speed reaches a certain limit, the hydraulic motor automatically disengages and goes into freewheeling mode.
At the same time, the system switches to fully electric
mode. This solution helps avoid current overload at
start-up. The forward and reverse functionality of the
system helps remove materials trapped in the crushing
chamber or re-start operation after the crusher has
stalled. Compact dimensions are another big advantage
of the redesigned NE100J, which can fit into a container
without dismantling. The commercial version of the
NE100J is 2t lighter than the 13t prototype shown at
Bauma. Nevertheless, the original machine remains a
viable option thanks to a number of useful features.
Powered by its own 90kVA generator or mains electricity,
the crusher can also serve as a power source to auxiliary
equipment with only a slight increase in the crusher’s fuel
consumption of around 6-7litre/h. In the commercial
version of the crusher, clearances under the machine as
well as between the main discharge conveyor and the
magnetic separator belt have been enlarged to improve
material flow and discharge of crushed products.

www.nakayamairon.co.jp

Success for Rockster crushers
Austrian manufacturer Kormann Rockster Recycler
displayed two new crushers from the opposite sides of the
range, the biggest R1100S and the smallest R700S. Both
models feature the double functional return / stockpile
conveyor and the intuitive new display with a quick start
function. The crushers are designed to ensure easy transportation without any additional permits. Thanks to the

Canada’s leading manufacturer of crushing, screening
and material handling equipment McCloskey displayed
several of its latest products. Towering over other machines were McCloskey’s two new stackers. Designed for
high-capacity stockpiling operations, the new SDX-95
telescoping stacker features a fully automated and flexible CAN-based control system to provide optimum
control of material quality. The machine is capable of
processing 700t/h in applications like aggregates. With
an onboard power unit, the SDX-95 is highly portable.
On-site setup from truck to stockpiling can be done
within 15min.
The other new stacker was the heavy-duty mobile
feeder model ST80TF. With a 900mm wide and 24m
long conveyor, the ST80TF can produce up to 750t/h.
Other features include fast on-site setup and mobility,
with hydraulic folding frame and feeder wings for easy
transportation.
The ST80TF has a large capacity adjustable height
hopper.
Also new from McCloskey was the R155 Dual
Power mobile screener. The R155 Dual Power can switch
between the two sources of energy. Easily connected to
external electricity supply sources, the Dual Power R155
is adaptable to different working conditions.
On the crusher’s side, the main attraction was the
redesigned I44R model. New features include changes
to the impactor side walls allowing improved material
flow, a re-designed under pan delivering more throw and
enhanced material movement, and a new feed boot on
the main conveyor to accommodate more material flow
from the underpan.

www.mccloskeyinternational.com

Keestrack launches
new cone crusher and screening unit
Belgium-based crushing and screening specialist Keestrack
premiered two new machines. One was the track-mounted
cone crusher H4 designed for secondary or tertiary material

processing with an output of 120t/h to 200t/h. The crusher
comes equipped with control and monitoring systems, to
ensure high performance and product quality. The H4 also
has a three-deck post screening module with an oversize
material recycler for production of three high-grade end
products in one pass. The new cone is electric driven. The
manufacturer offers most of their equipment in a choice of
three drive options, direct drive with electrical or electrohydraulic peripherals or fully hybrid/plug-in versions with
similar electrical crusher drive via on-board diesel generator
or mains power.
Another Keestrack highlight was the new C8
track-mounted screening unit featuring expansion shaft
screening technology. First unveiled at Matexpo show
in Belgium a few months before Bauma, the machine
is suitable for a wide range of recycling applications
thanks to the combination of the BIVITEC screening
technology and large screening surfaces of the double
screening unit. With a weight of 45.4t, including the
12m³ feed hopper, an optional overband magnet and
two side belts) the unit is manoeuvrable and easy to
set up on a site.

www.keestrack.com

ENGINES AND MOTORS
Dynaset unveils the world’s first
PTO system for transverse-mounted engines
Finnish manufacturer Dynaset, unveiled the world’s
first hydraulic power take-off system with a bolt-on belt
drive for transverse-mounted engines. The new system
transmits power from a crankshaft to a hydraulic pump
with the bolt-on belt drive. The patented structure of
the bolt-on belt drive does not cause any traction to a
vehicle’s crankshaft, ensuring safe operation and a longer
life for the engine. The compact structure and the bolton assembly significantly reduce installation workload
and save time compared to conventional PTOs.
The HPTO can be fitted on any vehicle with a
transverse mounted engine, provided the engine compartment is large enough. The new HPTO with variable
hydraulic pump enables using hydraulic equipment
while driving. For example, a hydraulic generator can
produce electricity for refrigerated transport equipment
or electric tools. Thanks to Dynaset technology, any
vehicle can be equipped with hydraulic equipment to
utilize its own engine power to produce electricity, welding current, high-pressure water or compressed air. With
an output power of 30kW, the new HPTO has a working
pressure of 210bar and a hydraulic flow of 85litre/min.

www.dynaset.com
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Delegates of the IACDS meeting in Munich.
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The winners of the
IACDS Diamond Award 2016.

IACDS President Julie
White and President of the
German concrete cutting
association Thomas Springer
receiving a plate of
acknoledgement.

The Annual Meeting of the International Association of Concrete
Drillers and Sawers, together with the IACDS Diamond Award ceremony, were held in conjunction with the recent Bauma in April.
The meeting began on Friday 15th April with a networking activity at the booth of the German Association, Fachverband Betonbohren und-sägen Deutchland.
The event was well attended and the president of the
German Association, Thomas Springer, received a
commemorative plate as recognition of the work in the
concrete cutting industry sector of Otto Alte-Teigeler,
past president of IACDS, who passed away recently. The
plate was delivered by IACDS president Julie White.

Interesting lectures and discussions
The following day participants enjoyed dinner at
Hofer-Der Stadtwirt restaurant and gathered for
the association’s General Assembly, which included
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conference sessions, after a welcome by Julie White.
The day continued with a number of speeches. Martin
Goedickemeier from Hilti, presented ‘Temporary
fixation of Diamond Cutting and Coring Equipment
– Recommendations and load considerations during
operation’. This was followed by ‘Understanding the
business models of the industry’ given by Donat Fritsch
from Nestag.
In addition, a round table discussion was held with
a high participation of professionals and a number of
interesting subjects were considered.

The IACDS Diamond Awards 2016
After lunch, the Diamond Award 2016 ceremony was

Power – Quality – HEPA
H13 FILTRATION*DROP DOWN DISPOSAL*LONGOPAC COLLECTION*JET PULS FILTER CLEANING
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Otto Alte-Teigeler

Enjoying the moment, from the left Greg Barry, Julie
White, Hans George Wagener and José Blanco.

held, where Diamantbohr Group, from Switzerland,
was the winner with its job on ‘Pendulum drilling for
monitoring the Emosson dam.’
Thayr from Spain, with its job ‘Demolition of RoRo ramp at the Mahon’s harbour’, and Diatec, from
Germany, for ‘Cutting bored piles of 1.3m diameter
15m under water’, were shortlisted.
IACDS would like to thank all the companies that
submitted job stories for the Diamond Award 2016, as well
as the companies that helped to make it possible, Hilti, as a
sponsor, and Pentruder and Tyrolit, as supporters.
IACDS would like to extend its thanks to all the
attendants for participation and engagement with the
association.

Two concrete cutting legends, from the right Greg Berry
from Berry Techcon in Australia and Peter White from
D-Drill in the UK.

The International Association of Concrete Drillers and
Sawers, and PDi Magazine offer its condolences to the
family, friends and colleagues of Otto Alte-Teigeler, following his passing on 18 April 2016.
Over recent decades we had the opportunity to
meet and work with Otto Alte-Teigeler, who was present at IACDS as a delegate of the German Association,
Fachverband Betonbohren Und-Sägen Deutchland, and
as an active member of the IACDS Board.
Otto was one of the foundation stones of the European concrete sawing and drilling industry and was
enthusiastically involved with the industry at national and
international levels. The drilling and sawing community
appreciated him as an outstanding professional.
Some of the IACDS presidents and board members
had the pleasure and honour to work more closely with
Otto, and we all valued him as a good colleague and
as an excellent person. IACDS would like to express the
appreciation of our industry for Otto, and share it with
his family, friends and colleagues.
Otto Alte-Teigeler. May he rest in peace.

• Made in Japan •

TOKU Pneumatic Co., Ltd.
3-4, 4-Chome Katakasu, Hakata-ku,
Fukuoka, 812-0043, Japan
Tel: +81-92-431-0401
Fax: +81-92-431-1014
www.toku-net.co.jp/en/
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We are proud to introduce
the Ultimate Rocket* Drill line.

• Up to 30 % faster
(best drilling speed for core drilling tools)
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110 %
100 %
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90 %

50 %
40 %

95 %

60 %

105 %

70 %

124 %

80 %

100 %

DRILL SPEED

130 %

• Competitive price
• Made in Belgium

Why "Rocket drill" ?
This nickname comes from one of our customers !
Try the Rocket, you will understand !

*Only by CARBODIAM
CARBODIAM s.a.
Rue Général Mellier 27 B - 1495 TIilly - BELGIUM - +32 (0)71 870 640
Contact : sales@carbodiam.com

Go small, work big with

MINI AND
COMPACT EXCAVATORS
At construction trade shows, it is usually the big equipment that gets all the
attention. Size, after all, is associated with power, and it is the rare construction worker who has not dreamed of operating the biggest of big rigs since
they started pushing things around with their first toy trucks, to the
accompaniment of their self-made sound effects.

But with age and experience comes wisdom. Aspiring
contractors can carry their giant dreams into adulthood,
but they usually realize that the most practical tools may
well be among the smallest, especially when dealing with
constrained jobsites. And if they take a close look at the
equipment specifications, they will find that the current
smaller class equipment can hold its own in even the
most rugged conditions.
What is more, the machines are comfortable to
operate, easy to maintain, and highly versatile. That adds
up to cost-effective productivity, and opportunities to
impress discriminating clients.
So if you find yourself at the controls of one of the
machines included in this report, don’t be surprised if
you recapture a bit of your childhood, reliving those
days when no job was too big for you and your “big rig.”
You might even catch yourself making those “big
rig” sound effects every so often. That’s fine. Just be safe,
and be productive.
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JCB offers new model
next-gen compact excavators
Building on the successful introduction of its next
generation 6t to 10t compact excavators in 2015, JCB
recently released three additional models, with operating
weights from 5t to 6.25t.
In addition to the new 57C-1 model, the new
48Z-1 replaces the previous 8045Z, while the 55Z-1
takes over from the 8055ZTS/RTS. All three excavators
come with a Tier 4 Final, non-DPF engine from JCB
by Kohler. The engine produces 35.8kW and 225Nm
gross torque.
JCB has also redesigned the pin pick-up points to
be compatible with a variety of bucket brands, while
optional hydraulic or manual quick hitches can be
specified for faster attachment changes.
The excavators feature a redesigned digging end,
with a longer main boom and shorter dipper arm providing up to 5% greater dump height. The upgraded

hydraulic system delivers up to 9% more bucket breakout force and 2% higher dipper arm breakout.
Other features include an improved operator’s cab,
with the 57C-1 using the same structure as the larger
11t machine. The cab is 18% more spacious and offers
up to 11% more visibility. Even in zero tail swing configurations, JCB’s compact excavators deliver impressive
levels of comfort for the driver, with reduced noise and
vibration levels and easily replaced flat glass throughout.
The cab is also offered with a new soft button switch
panel, to control auxiliary flow settings, working lights,
beacon, wipers and JCB’s 2Go additional hydraulic
activation safety system. As with JCB’s larger JS excavators, the compact machines now have nine power modes
available. The machines can also be ordered ready for
tilt-rotator installation from the factory, with a programmable third auxiliary function.
Another innovation is the optional safe lift feature,
complete with an integral lift overload warning system.

Safe lift incorporates a green-amber-red graphic in the
new monitor panel, with an audible warning that sounds
if the machine approaches overload. The safe lift feature
is included as standard when hose burst check valves
have been specified.
Cabs on the new JCB compact excavators can be
equipped with optional LED work lights that feature a
guide-me-home function, providing lighting for three
minutes after the machine has been turned off to allow
the operator to get to a position of safety when working
at night. Other safety options include a green seatbelt
in use beacon and seatbelt isolation.

The E57W has an operating weight of 5.92t. It
incorporates an updated hydraulic system providing a
10% improvement in lift capacity. A long arm option
increases the machine digging depth to 3.8m and the
dump height to 4.5m. Peripheral equipment can be
attached via two standard auxiliary circuits and a third
is available as an option, and is operated with proportional controls.
A new cab and operator area features a 178mm
display that provides fingertip operation of all machine
functions. The cab also has a heated seat, ergonomically
placed controls and simple operating procedures.

Also from JCB, contractor spec
model for 8018 compact excavator

CAT 307E2 mini hydraulic excavator
delivers superior performance and comfort

The JCB 8018 Contractor specification model provides
utility contractors with a compact excavator designed to
work on urban sites. All excavator arm and undercarriage
bushes are now equipped with graphite-impregnated
bushes, delivering 500h greasing intervals. For increased
safety on site, LED work lights are now fitted to the
front of the machine and to the boom, with additional
protective guards to prevent damage.
The auxiliaries have been updated to an electrical
operation. The thumb operated switch enables simple
proportional control of the auxiliary flows, allowing for
simple and operation of attachments.

The machine comes standard with rubber street
pads on the dozer blade to prevent damage to roadways
while working. These can be removed without the use
of any tools and stored in the cab’s toolbox. The JCB
8018 Contractor specification can be ordered with a
full operator’s cab or canopy. Customers can also opt
for a green seatbelt fastened beacon if required, while an
operator presence switch in the seat prevents operation
from outside the machine. High-visibility decals enhance
the appearance of the excavator.
Built-in tie-down points on the rear side of the
upper structure and kingpost improve safety when
transporting the machine on a trailer. Bolt on rubber
counterweight protection protects the machine from
accidental damage.
The JCB 8018 Contractor specification incorporates a separate hand-held tool circuit, as well as standard
auxiliary hoses on the boom. The hand-held circuit
provides hydraulic power to drive a range of tools potentially cutting the number of machines required on site.

Kobelco mini excavators
mimic their larger cousins
Kobelco’s new Series 6 mini excavators share many
of the innovations on some of the company’s heavier
machines. For example, the 1.5t SK28SR-6 and 2.5t
SK35SR-6 feature Kobelco’s integrated noise and dust
reduction cooling system, which cuts noise by around
7dB(A) over the previous models. The INDR system
also reduces downtime and day-to-day maintenance by
providing easy access to the air filter, which is mounted
in front of the radiator.

The SK35SR-6 has a 17.1kW engine, and bucket
capacity of 0.11m3. The SK55SRX-6 has a 28.3kW
engine, and 0.16m3 bucket capacity.

New Electric Zero-Emission
E10 Excavator from Bobcat
At Bauma, Bobcat presented a prototype of the company’s new E10 Electric model, a new zero-emission,
and electric powertrain version of the 1t E10 microexcavator.
Developed at the Bobcat Innovation Centre in Dobris in the Czech Republic, in conjunction with electric
vehicle specialists, the E10 Electric offers the factory
installed option of an alternative all-electric powertrain,
allowing the machine to be used in areas requiring zero
emissions. The E10 Electric also offers very low noise
levels on site with an LpA of only 64dBA.
The alternative powertrain option comprises of a
motor that can be powered by a pack of rechargeable
lithium-ion batteries, or a 400V mains electric supply
via a plug-in power cable. The batteries can be recharged
in less than an hour, and work independently for up
to three hours. The new E10 Electric also offers the
capability of carrying out work while charging via the
mains power cable.
The new E10 Electric has the same zero tail swing
profile and identical external dimensions as the standard
E10 machine, with the same or better performance. As
the new machine is designed for indoor demolition
applications, it is equipped with auxiliary lines and
an oil cooler system for continuous hydraulic breaker
operation.

The new Cat 307E2 expands the mini hydraulic excavator range to include an additional solution for the 7t
to 8t weight class. The 37.7kW Cat C2.4 turbo engine
and the high definition hydraulic system, which is load
sensing and flow sharing, allows the machine to offer
superior performance.
The 307E2 offers maximum stability, reach, and
lift capacity with its standard tail swing and fixed
boom design. The cab, which has pilot controls, has an
air suspension seat, retractable seat belt, and compass
monitor with colour display that allows the operator
to enable and modify a variety of machine features.
Secondary auxiliary lines come standard along with a
thumb ready stick.
Track options include steel tracks or steel tracks
with pads. The 307E2 also shares work tools with the
308E2 platform along with several new features. They
include power on demand, which ensures full-time efficiency and power, site reference system, which aids with
grading and level trenching, and the rear view camera.

Bobcat launches the E57W
Stage IIIB wheeled excavator
Bobcat has launched the E57W Stage IIIB compliant
wheeled excavator. The E57W is equipped with the
Bobcat 42.5kW D24 diesel engine that delivers a 4%
increase in power along with 7% fuel savings.
The Bobcat engine offers a solution to Stage IIIB
compliance without the use of a diesel particulate filter.
Along with reducing fuel consumption, this solution
simplifies machine operation and service, as there is no
need for DPF regeneration.

New variable angle boom
extends Cat 308E2’s flexibility
The Cat 308E2 hydraulic excavator is now available in
a variable angle boom configuration. While providing
a maximum dig depth of 14.3m, the boom extends the
308E2’s maximum reach by 760mm to 7.78m. Dump
clearance is extended by 1.41m to 6.0m. In addition,
the boom allows the 308E2 to work closer to the blade
and tracks.
Using a 48.5kW Cat C3.3B engine and a loadsensing hydraulic system the 308E2 features a compact
radius design that limits tail overhang when working
over the side to 290mm. For applications requiring
added stability and lift capability, an available added
counterweight extends overhang to 405mm.
The operator’s cab features an air suspension/heated
seat, adjustable wrist rests, and ergonomic joysticks. The
Cat compass monitor includes a pass code protected
security system, adjustable auxiliary flow control, site
reference system, and rear view camera. The cab is
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ROPS certified and incorporates the Cat interlock
system, which prevents hydraulic functions when the
safety bar is raised. Additional safety features include an
automatic swing brake, retractable seatbelt, and travel
alarm, optional in Europe.
The 308E2’s undercarriage can be fitted with a rubber belt, steel tracks, or steel tracks with rubber pads.
Available mechanical or hydraulic quick couplers expand
the 308E2’s versatility with a range of Cat work tools,
and a thumb ready stick is standard.

Coming soon from Cat the M315F
& M317F compact wheeled excavators
The new Cat M315F and M317F compact radius
wheeled excavators available in early 2017, offer a wide
range of configurations, including undercarriage options, stick lengths, and boom types to fit specific applications. The offset boom allows digging adjacent to
walls and structures, grading while driving, and digging
under existing utilities. The variable adjustable boom,
which offers good right-side visibility and balance, is
the best option for heavy lifting. They have optimum
turning radius, while joystick steering further eases
manoeuvring.
Both machines have been designed as tool carriers,
having the necessary systems to change attachments in
seconds from the cab. The tool control interface allows
programming the machines for up to 10 different flow/
pressure settings to accommodate a wide range of Cat
work tools. Specific auxiliary functions are assigned on
the joystick and foot pedal, allowing the operator to
choose directly, through the monitor, which button and/
or slider is preferred for a specific work tool.
They excavators can also be equipped to accept the
Cat tiltrotator, which allows direct mounting of work
tools and provides 360º rotation.
The 112kW Cat C4.4 ACERT engine meets U.S.
EPA Tier 4 Final/EU Stage IV emission standards and
integrates an emission after-treatment system that
requires no attention other than periodically replenishing the diesel exhaust fluid tank. Emissions technology
includes the Cat NOx reduction system, selective catalytic reduction system, diesel oxidation catalyst, fit for
life diesel particulate filter, and high-pressure common
rail fuel system.
The new machines also have automatic engine
speed control that lowers engine speed when maximum
power is not required. An engine idle-shutdown system
also saves fuel, while the automatic shift to travel mode
optimizes driveline performance.
The standard LED lighting package includes a light
for the standard right side camera, counterweight light
for the rear view camera, three cabin mounted working
lights, and a light on the boom. The right side camera
has a separate in cab colour monitor, which also can
display rear view camera images simultaneously.

Hitachi’s new ZX135US-5 SRF excavator
Hitachi Construction Machinery displayed the
ZX135US-5 short reach front excavator at Bauma.
The ZX135US-5 SRF meets the specific needs of
European owners and operators. More compact than
a conventional excavator, the ZX135US-5 SRF is ideal
for tunnelling projects where space is limited. This is
due to its short-tail swing radius, and short boom and
arm. The ZX135US-5 SRF can be lowered into position
below ground level, using a crane. Lifting brackets are
provided as standard on the boom and counterweight. It
is also easy to transport, with an overall length of 5.27m
and height of 2.94m.
A short boom and arm, and reinforced bucket linkage, enables the ZX135US-5 SRF to be fitted with at-
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tachments that are suitable for larger 20t machines. The
durability of the front attachment has been enhanced
to protect it from falling objects. Cylinders are located
under the boom and arm, and an integrated cylinder
guard on the arm protects the bucket cylinder.
The ROPS pressurized cab offers all round visibility
and controls, a large multifunctional LCD monitor, and
expanded legroom, contribute to a comfortable working
environment for operators.
The ZX135US-5 SRF is easy to maintain. For convenient cleaning, an exterior dustproof net protects the
air conditioning condenser and fuel cooler from clogging, and the radiator has an easy to open upper cover.
The muffler filter and surrounding area can also be easily
accessed for cleaning by a window in the engine cover.

Ihimer debuts new mini-excavator at Bauma
Bauma was the setting for the introduction of Ihimer’s
new 55N4 mini- excavator. The 55N4 has an operating
weight of 5.5t with rubber tracks and 5.6t with steel
tracks, and is powered by a 47.6kW Yanmar engine.
The 55N4 has a bucket digging force of 3,630daN.
Front turning radius is 2.42m, while excavation depth
can reach 3.85m with the single arm and 4.1m with
the long arm.

New features have been introduced that reduce fuel
consumption by an average of 10% compared to the
previous generation models. They include the new trip
meter setting screen, which allows operators to check
fuel consumption daily, or over a desired period, directly
from the control panel. To save even more fuel, there
is a smart power control, which monitors engine and
pump power and limits unnecessary outputs, depending
on whether the work is light or heavy.
Further fuel efficiency results from the electric fan
clutch on both models, which drives the cooling fan at
optimum speed. Based on coolant, hydraulic oil, cooled
charged air temperatures and target engine speeds, the
fan speed is controlled electrically.
In the undercarriage, the chassis has been reinforced. The outrigger frame has also been strengthened
by moving to a box type assembly, with an increase
in the thickness of most parts for additional strength.
The dozer blade and H-Link have been reinforced to
increase rigidity and optimize tightening between the
two structures. The height of the dozer blade has been
increased along with an improved shape to facilitate
pulling and mixing of materials.
To further maximize durability and reduce noise,
all models are equipped with enhanced macro surface
bushings.
To avoid engine damage, an acoustic alarm has
been added to call the operator’s attention to water
in fuel. If the operator ignores the signal after several
alerts, the engine and pump are automatically derated.
In addition, to communicate the proper warning codes,
pop-up menus appear with detailed information with
easier to identify warnings.

New Doosan DX140W-5 and
DX160W-5 wheeled excavators
Like all Doosan Stage IV compliant machines, the new
14t DX140W-5 and 16t DX160W-5 wheeled excavators
feature a new styling scheme.
Both new models have the same Doosan engine and
power outputs as the Stage IIIB machines, but have 5%
more traction force compared to the previous generation
machines. Another important aspect is the CabSus cab
suspension system, which reduces vibration and provides
a 1dB(A) reduction in cab noise.
A new system allowing usage of the two-way lines
either via the joystick or pedal provides an alternative to
controlling attachments. It is also helpful when precision is required, as the operator can keep full control of
the excavator via the joystick while using the two-way
pedal for attachments.

Hyundai expands
HX Series excavator product line
Hyundai Construction Equipment Americas introduced two new models in its HX Series of Tier IV
Final compliant hydraulic excavators, the HX140L and
HX235LCR. These two machines provide up to 10%
better fuel economy and 5% increased productivity
versus previous models.
The 14T HX140L excavator is powered by a Perkins
1204F engine rated at 87kW. It achieves a maximum dig
depth of just over 6.7m, and maximum digging reach
of 9.98m, with a bucket digging force of 11.29t. The
HL140L excavator is equipped with a standard 0.58m3
capacity bucket.
The 24t HX235LCR excavator is a compact radius
model, featuring a Cummins QSB6.7 engine rated at
136kW. Maximum digging depth is 6.7m, maximum
digging reach 9.1m, and bucket digging force 16.83t.
Bucket capacity is 0.8m3.
Both models include as standard equipment a
203mm interactive, adjustable, touchscreen clustermonitor in the cab. The monitor in the HX140L
model includes haptic remote control, providing easier
operator accessibility and better ergonomics. The haptic
remote control delivers reactive, tactile sensations using
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vibrations and pulses to guide the operator through
menu selections.
Viewable on the monitor, which is standard equipment on both the HX140L and the HX235LCR, is
the optional all-around view monitoring system that
provides a 360º virtual operating view. Included is an intelligent moving object detection system that senses and
warns the operator when objects are near the machine.
Hyundai HX series excavators feature large cabs
with enhanced climate control, more leg and foot space
from the seat to the pedals, reduced in-cab sound level,
heated operator’s seat with standard air suspension and
integrated console. Additional features include a Bluetooth audio system and Miracast wireless functionality
for viewing a mobile device screen on the monitor.
An improved hydraulic system includes a boom
float mode for better grading control, fine swing mode
for improved load control when swinging, and up to
13% faster cycle speeds than previous models. The
HX140L and HX235L also feature intelligent power
control computer aided power optimization based on
load demand, and eco breaker mode for selectable pump
flows and improved fuel consumption when working
with Hyundai hydraulic breakers and other attachments.
The combination of faster cycle times and more power
result in productivity increases of up to 5 %.
Other features include reinforced longer life pins
and bushings coupled with wear resistant polymer shims
and cab shock mounts with dual shock absorption.

Hyundai, Tier 4 Final 9A Series
compact excavators come to North America
Hyundai Construction Equipment Americas recently
began delivering its new 9A series of Tier 4 Final compliant compact excavators throughout the US and Canada.
The R17Z-9A and R25Z-9A models are powered by
Kubota engines, while the R35Z-9A, R55-9A, R60CR9A, and R80CR-9A are powered by Yanmar units. The
product line gives contractors a choice of models in each
of six popular weight classes, from 1.7t to 8.2t.
The boom swing function on the 9A series is
designed for work in congested areas. The boom can
be offset left or right. Zero tail swing on the R17Z-9A,
R25Z-9A, and R35Z-9A allows operators to work in
other confined surroundings. The variable undercarriage
on the R17Z-9A, which can be adjusted to between
990mm and 1.3m wide, allows the most compact
machine in the line to work in tight spaces.
Spacious, ergonomically designed cabs have reduced
noise and increased comfort and visibility. A tilting
left-side console makes it easier for the operator to
enter and exit and the left and right control levers are
located for convenient access. An adjustable suspension
seat and plenty of space helps reduce operator stress and

fatigue. The cabs on the Hyundai 9A series machines
are all TOPS, ROPS and FOPS certified. Other safety
features include optional boom and arm cylinder locks,
and an optional overload alarm.
An optional lever pattern change valve on the
R25Z-9A and R35Z-9A models allows joystick control
to be changed from SAE to ISO pattern, depending on
operator preference. The LCD cluster allows operators to
select other machine preferences. The same monitor also
displays engine speed, oil, and water temperature and
information for all onboard electronic devices. Button
selections are provided for auto idle mode, max power
mode, and travel speed.
Reliability features on the 9A series include bushings designed for long-life lube intervals, wear-resistant
and noise-reducing polymer shims, and integrated
preheating systems that extend service intervals and
reduce machine downtime. Serviceability enhancements include wide open engine hoods, centralized
grease fittings and easy-change plastic air cleaners. The
R60CR-9A and R80CR-9A models feature a tilting cab
for convenient maintenance and service.

ally fitted with the vertical digging system, the revolving
superstructure of the EZ53 can be tilted up to 15°. This
allows for vertical digging, even on gradients.
The latest technologies ensure for a reduced fuel
consumption with a simultaneous increase in engine
and hydraulic performance. The turbo diesel engine with
an output of 36kW as well as improved digging performance provide for higher materials handling. Thanks to
the tiltable cabin and the side engine hood, the EZ53
provides convenient service access. Up to five auxiliary
control circuits with a separate pressure-free return line
make it possible to use a variety of attachments.
The new 1.5t ET16 mini-excavator will be offered
with a second driving speed and a redesigned cabin
interior, with spacious leg and headroom. Due to its
telescoping travel gear, which can be extended from
990mm to 1.3m, the mini-excavator is ideal for narrow passages.

Wacker Neuson excavators
ideally equipped for future requirements
Wacker Neuson has augmented its excavator line with
new models ranging from 6t to 10t. The EZ80 is the
latest model with features such as the load sensing hydraulic system for precise operation, a revised machine
and cab for all around visibility of the entire working
area as well as high digging forces.

Kubota KX040-4 Features Eco-Plus mode
Kubota’s 4t KX040-4 features Eco Plus, which allows
the operator to prioritize productivity or fuel efficiency
based on the task at hand. With this feature operators
can select Standard Mode for increased power and
productivity or Eco Mode can be activated with a flip
of a switch for fuel savings of up to 9%.
The KX040-4 has a 31kW engine, a dumping
height of 3.9m, and a digging depth of 3.4m.

Also new are the ET65 and ET90. The models’
higher bucket torque and the enlarging of the bucket’s
angle of rotation to 200° make for more economical
work. The load sensing system ensures that the work
speed of all movements always remains constant.
Up to five auxiliary control circuits are available.
The continuous setting of the individual circuits takes
place by a jog dial, an operating concept from the
automotive industry. Individual storage as well as settings of attachments can therefore be performed during
operation.
With the 5.2t EZ53 zero tail swing the rear of the
EZ53 does not project over its undercarriage. Option-
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UK’s first Doosan DX490LC-5
50t excavator at Hydrock

Terex introduces four rental ready
compact excavator models in North America

Volvo adds punch and
precision to 3t and 4t compact excavators
The new Volvo ECR35D, EC35D and ECR40D compact excavators feature comfortable cabs and advanced,
easy-to-use controls for precise operation. The ECR35D
and ECR40D short swing radius excavators are designed
to work in tight spaces. The more conventional EC35D
features similar architecture. Easy serviceability, versatility and greater efficiency help the new models be more
productive in a range of applications.
The EC35D combines a new D1.8A stage 3A
Volvo engine with a hydraulic system. The intuitive
fingertip controls allow operators to operate hydraulic
attachments with ease.
Thanks to the short tail swing radius, and positioning of the boom cylinder on the left below the cab, the
ECR35D and ECR40D excavators are ideal for tight
working conditions. The swing post and cylinder stay
within the tracks when in an offset position and the slew
and offset movements are controlled simultaneously.
Each machine is available with an electronic system
that enables operators to fine tune functions and settings
through a keypad and monitor. Up to three profiles can
be saved in the system, adjusting machine behaviour to
suit application/operator preferences.
To maximize uptime, the new excavators are designed to provide a low total cost of ownership, thanks
to a combination of a number of features. Wide-opening
hoods allow good access to the filling points and daily
checks, while at the rear the fuel and hydraulic filler
pipes are protected. The hydraulic oil check and fill is
made through a transparent bowl, which allows detection of contamination and acts as a filter when the tank
is topped up.
All filters are installed in-line and service check
points are accessible from ground level. Greasing intervals have been extended to 50h.

Terex now offers the compact excavator solutions for
all equipment and performance requirements in North
America with four rental ready models. They include the
Terex TC16-2, TC22-2, TC35-2, and TC35R-2 models.
Tests show the new models offer up to 20%
more performance on average, compared with other
models available in the market. The Terex excavators
are equipped with load independent flow distribution
hydraulics, the technology offered in very few models
in this size class. The LUDV enables power to be transferred to the attachment the operator is using as needed.
For the precise control of attachments, the second
auxiliary circuit is operated with electrically proportional
control, a standard feature offered on the Terex TC22-2
and larger models and optional on the TC16-2. The new
Terex TC35-2R model also incorporates a short-tail
design, allowing for excavation adjacent to walls and
other obstacles.
The combination of intuitive control and safe
working environment makes these new Terex machines
user-friendly. Thanks to specific design features the risk
of damage to the machine during operation is reduced.
For instance, the top-mounted cylinder cannot be damaged when loading onto a truck, as the cylinder does not
come into contact with the loading edge.
In addition, the Knickmatik cylinder is prevented
from being damaged due to its position on the left. This
allows the boom to swing to both sides at full digging
depth. The automatic swing brake enables locking of
the upper carriage so it cannot be forgotten during
transport. The machine is controlled with Terex fingertip

The UK’s first Doosan DX490LC-5 50t Stage IV compliant
crawler excavator has been purchased by Hydrock, a provider of consultancy and specialist contracting services for
construction, infrastructure and the environment in the UK.
Supplied by Kellands (Plant Sales), the dealer for
the Doosan and Bobcat ranges for South West England,
the new DX490LC-5 is powered by the 283kW Scania
DC13 diesel engine. The engine meets Stage IV emission
regulations without the need of a diesel particulate filter,
through the use of cooled exhaust gas recirculation and
selective catalyst reduction after-treatment technologies.
The Scania engine operates at a much lower engine
speed than the previous Stage IIIB model, leading to a 5%
reduction in fuel consumption. This is complemented by
the introduction of energy-saving features that together
lead to a 13% reduction in fuel consumption compared
to the Stage IIIB machine.
The new excavator is working on its first contract on
the Kings Weald development in Burgess Hill in West Sussex, where Hydrock is working on behalf of the residential
developer, Croudace Homes. Kings Weald is a new 475
residential dwelling and associated infrastructure development on the site of the former Keymer brick and tile works.

control, providing additional control for work attachments, including buckets, grabs, hydraulic hammers,
cutting wheels, and augers.
All models are equipped with pilot-operated controls and changeable control patterns to best suit the
operator’s preference. The blade lever offers an integrated
travel speed controller making it easy to level and dig.

Tier 4 Final Terex TC85 compact
excavator now available in North America
The new Terex TC85 compact crawler excavator features the combination of a short radius tail-swing and
a Knickmatic boom offset that allows operators to dig
alongside the machine’s own tracks.
Weighing 8.2t, the TC85 excavator boasts bucket
capacities from 0.087m3 to 0.305m3, a dig depth of
nearly 4.52m, a bucket digging force of 53,200Nm
and a reach of 7.72m. Track options include rubber, as
standard, steel, and steel with rubber pads.
Featuring a Tier 4 Final 55.4kW Deutz diesel engine with 299Nm of torque at 1,600 revs/min the new
TC85 excavator meets emissions requirements through
a diesel oxidation catalyst that serves the function of a
catalytic converter. This translates to a reduced maintenance exhaust system, as there is no need for regeneration or to inject diesel exhaust fluid. Auto engine stop
comes standard. Additional fuel savings can be achieved
through the optional auto engine idle feature.
The TC85 can work closely alongside walls and
other existing infrastructure thanks to its Knickmatic
boom with an articulation angle up to 120°, work can be
carried out on the narrowest construction sites, alongside
walls, hedgerows and on gradients. The standard monobloc boom offers operators a staggered set-up to give extra
dumping height, range, and digging depth. The optional
circular boom is ideal for limited access sites.
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NEW CASE CX290D
Aquajet’s new products at Bauma
The Swedish hydrodemolition equipment manufacturer
Aquajet Systems introduced new products at Bauma, including the EcoClear water filtration system and two new
robots the Aqua Cutter 410V and Aqua cutter 710V XL.
EcoClear has been developed to filter hydrodemolition water when working with Aquajet’s range of robots.
The system can handle a flow rate up 20m³/h, and gives
the operator full control to monitor and change the
water pH level as well as turbidity. EcoClear also enables
the safe and pollution free discharge of water back into
the environment.
Aquajet reinforced the use of hydrodemolition as
the safest and most sustainable concrete removal method
by introducing two new cutter robots. The Aqua Cutter
410V is a combination of Aquajet’s robots, 410A and
710V. The new 410V is much lighter and smaller compared to the original 710V, making it ideal for all kinds
of operations, especially in confined areas.
The Aqua Cutter 710V XL is a bigger version of the
710V and can reach horizontal, vertical and overhead
areas up 7m without support. With a larger footprint
the 710V XL can handle higher reaction forces and has
less weight/m2.
Both robots come with Aquajet’s latest Evolution 2.0
control system and the REVO control system for robots
and power packs. This allows the robots and power packs
can work together as one unit, and be controlled by the
operator with a single remote control at a safe distance.

CASE used Bauma to extend its D Series range of
crawler excavators with the new CX290D designed
specifically for material handling applications. The
CASE CX290D MH crawler excavator has an
elevating cab providing the operator with a commanding view of the working area from a height
of 5.06m. The cab can be lowered from the cab
or with an external control switch and its descent
speed is limited in case of a burst hose. The emergency cab lowering device is hydraulically operated.
The CX290D MH will also be available with goose
necked arm and straight boom in the scrap loading
version. Also on display for recycling applications
were two F series wheeled loaders, the 721F and
621F and a CASE SV280 skid steer loader.

Sandvik at Hillhead
Sandvik Construction will use the Hillhead quarrying and mining equipment show at Buxton,
UK, on 28 to 30 June to focus on mobile crushers and screens, and recent developments from
customer services. There will also be product
launches and live demonstrations of some of the
most important Sandvik equipment held hourly
in front of the stand J1.

HARTL ‘S NEW PRODUCTS AT BAUMA
Hartl Crusher used Bauma to launch the Performance Skid and Modular Solutions.
The Performance Skid is a remotely controlled
drive unit and docking station for optimising production and minimising operating costs of hydraulic
processing attachments, such as bucket crushers,
screeners and shredders. In combination with the
Hartl bucket crusher it provides a mobile crushing solution that approaches the performance of
track mounted crushers. The crushing unit can be
detached from the skid frame and mounted on the
excavator boom for solo jobs.
The Hartl Modular Solustion consists of several
processing modules, that can be combined according
to customers’ needs. It can be used for processing
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natural rock or recycling. The modules are compact
and can be transported and set up easily.
“My sons Alexander and Dominik will probably initiate a new era with this solution,” said
Hartl founder Adolf Hartl. “If we had only come
up with this idea back in the 1980s, the whole
mobile processing technology sector would look
quite different today. Customers, some of whom I
have known for decades, have grasped this concept
immediately and want to put the Performance
Skid into operation at once. The many orders
that have been placed, directly at Bauma, make
me particularly happy about the future of Hartl
Crusher and are a reward for all the hard work
that our staff has put in.”

Caterpillar launches ultra high
reach demolition excavator
Caterpillar has introduced the ultra high demolition
version of its Cat 340F hydraulic excavator. The Cat
340F UHD is aimed at high-reach demolition work,
and has up to 22m of vertical pin height and capable
of handling loads up to 3.6t at a 15m horizontal reach.
Operating weights range from 44.1t to 50.4t, depending
on front end and undercarriage configuration.
The 340F UHD’s long undercarriage of 5.04m of
track on the ground is available in both fixed gauge 0f
2.59m and variable gauge of 2.39m to 2.82m. With the
boom coupling system, the operator can install and remove
high reach or short front components, and a new hydraulic
pinning system locks components together. A short boom
nose can be positioned in either a bent or straight position
and can be fitted with three available stick lengths.
The 340F UHD C9.3 ACERT engine meets EU
Stage IV emission standards and has a net power rating
of 228kW. The engine has three power modes to assist
operators in controlling fuel consumption. An engine
speed controller automatically reduces engine speed
in light load situations while an auto idle shutdown
system stops the engine after a preset idling interval.
The implement hydraulic system has a maximum flow
of 570litres/min. at a relief pressure of 35000kPa, and in
heavy lift mode, system pressure increases to 38000kPa.
In high reach applications, the 340F UHD cab can be
tilted back and an enlarged top window offers enhanced
upward visibility. The demolition type cab incorporates
P5A reinforced windshield and top glass, and parallel wipers keep large glass areas clean. Front and top falling object
guards provide added protection. An automatic climate
control system maintains consistent cab temperatures,
and heated/cooled seats are available. Joystick controllers
and armrests adjust for operator preference, and the LCD
monitor is programmable in 42 languages.
The Cat active stability monitoring system continuously informs the operator of work tool position within
the safe working envelope and provides a warning when
stability limits are approached.
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Founded in 1954, Belgiumbased Carbodiam is the most
established brand in diamond
consumables in Benelux. With
production facilities in Tilly,
a small charming hamlet near
Brussels, Carbodiam is perfectly positioned for fast-track
delivery of diamond drilling and
sawing solutions to professionals all over Europe and beyond.
Andrei Bushmarin reports.
In the concrete sawing business, the unwritten rule is
that big things must come from a small place. Tilly is a
puny village, just one-hour drive from Brussels, but it is
happened to be home to a major player in the diamond
tooling industry.

Nicolas Vermeulen (left) - Arkedia Group’s Managing
Director and Enrico Mariotti (right) - Carbodiam’s Site
Manager and Arkedia Group’s Export Sales Director.

Carbodiam’s 4,500m2 manufacturing
facilities in Tilly, Belgium.

60-plus years experience
There is no other manufacturer in Benelux that can
match Carbodiam’s track record. Carbodiam had produced cutting and drilling tools even before diamond
consumables became popular. When the company started back in 1954 it made carbide tools, hence the “carbo”
part in its name. However, as soon as the technology of
producing diamond-tipped tools on the industrial scale
became available, Carbodiam lost no time in mastering
it. For decades, Carbodiam manufactured a wide range
of diamond products for both professional users and
retail market. The situation changed in the early 2000s
when the company redefined its strategy, and a new
production manager came on board.

Industry stalwart
With thirty years in business under his belt, Enrico
Mariotti is one of the stalwarts of the concrete sawing
and drilling industry. He began his career in 1986 at
Diamant Boart where within a space of 10 years, he
moved all the way up from an engineer in the division
producing diamond segments and beads to European
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sales and marketing manager for the heavy users market.
In the early 2000s, his expertise in diamond tools, in
particular diamond wires, attracted the attention of
Carbodiam’s management. He joined the company in
2004 as an area sales manager responsible for South
European, Middle East and Pacific Rim countries. After
so many years on the job there was very little Enrico
Mariotti did not know about diamond tools, so it was
not long before he was promoted to the position of
Carbodiam’s site manager and export sales director for
the entire Arkedia group.

Strategy overhaul
In the immediate years following the 2008 recession, the
Winoa group, which Carbodiam belonged to, was going

through a period of internal turmoil. The situation was
resolved when Nicolas Vermeulen, the group’s managing
director, orchestrated a buyout of its construction assets
by Dublin-based Arkedia Group of private investors in
2013. Under his supervision, the group restructured
its assets, assigning each company a specific task. In
accordance with the new strategy, Carbodiam stopped
producing tools for retail market and focused on the
professional segment only. There was also a change in
the manufacturing priorities. Carbodiam had always
been a one-stop manufacturer for all types of diamond
consumables. However, in the recent years, tools for core
drilling and blades for hollow-core pre-stressed concrete
slabs began to play an increasingly important role for
the Belgian manufacturer. Being a technology-intensive

Testing area.

Core bits and blades for hollow-core prestressed concrete slabs are Carbodiam’s
signature products.

one”. Domestic and international sales have been growing steadily, with growth rates this year being in double
digits. Having established a presence in some 60 countries all over the world, Carbodiam keeps looking for
new opportunities. The brand is now getting increasingly
recognized in the Middle East countries thanks to the
efficient work of Carbodiam’s Middle East sales director who has an in-depth knowledge of both European
and Islamic traditions. Recently the company has won
an order to supply a whopping number of core bits to
Qatar and Saudi Arabia. North America is another market
where Carbodiam is looking to step up its activities. While
continuing its cooperation with California-based EZ Cut
Products (a long-time Carbodiam distributor in the US),
the manufacturer also has a program underway to expand
its dealer network on the continent. Historically, Europe
remains Carbodiam’s biggest market, with Belgium,
France, Germany, the UK, Switzerland, Scandinavian
and East European countries accounting for most sales.

Provider of solutions, not just consumables

product, blades for hollow-core concrete do not come
cheap, but, as Enrico Mariotti puts it: “they might be
among the most expensive blades to buy, but they are
among the cheapest to use”.

“Rocket-fast” drilling
This shift towards core drilling was caused by the success
of Carbodiam’s ultimate line of core bits. Dubbed by the
users as “rocket rock drill”, they feature specially developed bonds and ultra thin-walled segments of 2.0 and
2.5mm. According to the manufacturer, the “rocket rock
drill” bits ensure up to 30% higher drilling speed than
most other brands available in the market today. They are
also capable of dry drilling in reinforced concrete. Prior
to launch, the company was lab- and field-testing the

products for over a year on different types of concrete.
It also had a so-called “Drill Team” of specialists on the
project, which collected user feedback on performances
of new core bits inside and outside Europe. Having
analysed test results, Carbodiam became positive that
it had a “breakthrough product” on its hands. Due to
a superb price-per-cut ratio, the “rocket” core bits” are
an attractive proposition for users both in terms of
performance and price.

Double digits growth
Since the completion of the group’s restructuring in
2013, things have been on the up for the manufacturer.
According to Nicolas Vermeulen, the company is no
longer in “the survival mode, but in the development

Carbodiam is a quintessential European producer, with
all manufacturing being done at its 4,500m2 facilities
in Tilly using raw materials from local sources. The
company is very proud of the fact that all of its 38 staff
have work experience of not less than 20 years, with
its most experienced employee being on the job for 42
years. With production process at Tilly well streamlined,
Carbodiam is able to supply standard products within
24 hours upon receipt of an order. When asked about
the trends in the diamond tooling business, Nicolas
Vermeulen said that the epicentre of manufacturing
activity is now moving back to Europe. Thanks to
new technologies and fluctuations in currency rates,
European players are now able to compete with their
Asian counterparts even on price while retaining high
quality of their products. There is also a shift in how
Carbodiam positions itself in the market nowadays.
Although diamond consumables have always been and
remain Carbodiam’s core expertise, the company sees
itself more of a provider of complete drilling and sawing
solutions rather than just a toolmaker. Cooperation with
leading machinery brands such as Weka, Pentruder, Lissmac and Klindex has proven to be effective, reinforcing
Carbodiam’s position as an all-round supplier.

www.carbodiam.com
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CP POWERS
RIYADH METRO
PROJECT
Eighty Chicago Pneumatic stationary generators are
playing a key role in powering the construction of one
of the world’s largest metro systems in the capital of
Saudi Arabia. The Riyadh Metro Project opened in 2014
and is scheduled for completion in 2018. It will lead
to the construction of an automatic driverless public
transport system featuring 87 stations, located across
six lines totalling over 170km in length, with more than
73.4km underground.

World’s biggest hydraulic
breaker debuts in Germany
construction products
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The Atlas Copco HB 10000 has replaced the company’s
HB 7000 as the world’s largest mass production hydraulic
breaker and is celebrating its first sale in Germany. The
company Mendiger Basalt has been using an HB 10000
for gravel extraction since January 2016 and considers it to
be a commercial alternative to blasting.
The HB 10000 is being used to extract basalt from
the lower basalt lava flow in the wall of a quarry near
Mendig. Mendiger Basalt is working closely with A.B.T.
Abbruchtechni, which has 12 years’ experience as an Atlas
Copco sales partner.
The HB 7000 had been used at the Mendig quarry for
the last three years. When this machine reached its performance limit in mid-2015 it was decided to change to the
HB 10000. “The HB 7000 showed us the correct route to
pursue and in many sectors the hitting force of this breaker
would be enough to meet our needs of 120t/h extraction
performance,” said Mendiger Basalt managing director
Rainer Krings. “However, we recognised that many areas
are particularly firm and compacted and these are harder to
loosen. With approximately 30% more hitting energy the
HB 10000’s performance is very impressive and has enabled
us to develop more difficult extraction areas commercially.”
Mendiger Basalt has been researching alternative stone
recovery methods for a long time, as the use of explosives
in sensitive areas is very complicated. The company is using
hydraulic breakers for direct extraction alongside alternative
explosives and a range of mechanical demolition equipment.
This is the method used to extract basalt lava, basalt and
tuff in the company’s five quarries. In the adjacent saw mill
the 50 employees produce ballast and chippings as well as
sawn products.
After many years of explosion-free demolition of hard
stone, the responsible officer at Mendig has established that
the cost of using a hydraulic breaker is not significantly
higher than conventional blasting, as the total cost of the
crushing process must include the cost of any additional
reductions needed when carrying out explosive work. “In
addition, we do not lose any time due to safety precautions
and cordoned-off zones, which are required when working
with explosives,” said Krings.

SUCCESS FOR D-DRILL
A team of diamond drillers from the UK contractor
D-Drill have been praised for their efforts on a project
working in harsh conditions. D-Drill’s Sheffield office
was asked by North Midland Construction to drill a
300mm diameter hole through a 1m thick reinforced
concrete wall at the sewage treatment works in Skegby,
Nottinghamshire.
Although the job was technically not difficult, the
pair of drillers had to work in a very confined space,
below ground level and through a host of pipes and
existing services. They had to ensure that the hole was
drilled at a precise angle to hit an exact spot in a chamber on the other side of the wall. This was carried while
water levels were rising and conditions were becoming
increasingly muddy.
They set up two submersible pumps to keep the
water level as low as possible and spent a full morning

setting up the drilling rig. “It looked like conditions
would prevent us from completing the job but the lads
had a breather and just got back on with it,” said D-Drill
branch manager Dave Platts. “It was really impressive
to see their dedication to the task in hand and by late
afternoon they got through.”
The drillers’ outer protective clothing had to be
disposed of once the job was complete. “They were horrible conditions and you could see that from the lads’
clothing when they had finished the job and threw it
the skip,” said Platts.
“We’ve had great feedback from North Midland
Construction. They knew we were more than capable
of carrying out the job but the fact that we worked and
got it done when the elements were against us shows
just how determined we are to go the extra mile for
the client.”

Rammer at the dentist
A fleet of Rammer hammers is spearheading the
creation of an underground car park at a dentistry
and dermatology clinic in the Qatar capital, Doha.
The project’s principle contractor Roadbridge is
using a fleet of Rammer hammers ranging from
pairs of 3288, 4099 and 5011 models right up
to a 7013, which, weighing 6.2t is the largest in
the Rammer range. Part of a €9M contract, the
project requires the removal of around 350,000m3
of medium and hard limestone to create a car park
space 200m long, 150m wide and 25m deep.
Roadbridge is on target to achieve its productivity
aim of 3,000m3/day.

The Breakthrough

...of Rockster‘s R1100S!
Strong demand & highly positive
response at the Bauma 2016.
Ü Transport without special permission
Ü Quick Start Function
Ü Increase of output thanks to a longer
screenbox and automatic, continuous
regulation of the conveying speed
Ü Adjustment of engine, rotor and vibro
speed during operation with the new
remote control
Ü Continuous, fully hydraulic gap adjustment
Ü Screenbox lowering for simple maintenance
Ü 2-functional return/stockpile belt
Ü Available with TIER3 or TIER4f engine
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BLADE RUNNER
Self-confessed maverick Tim Spillane is a man on a mission. An owner-operator
of road and floor saws, he believes the six-wheeler concept has been
overlooked for far too long. He spoke to Chris Webb about a passion,
which, he admits, has turned into an obsession.
The name alone gives much away: ‘Spillane’ is of Irish
origin meaning ‘man with scythe,’ or ‘man with sword’.
So Tim Spillane is comfortable with his roots, and his
chosen career as a concrete cutter.
He is also passionate about making a difference in
six-wheeler technology, which, he believes, offers higher
productivity, longer blade life, significant and tangible
ergonomic benefits and overall subsequent profitability
for owner-operators.
Spillan owns Holemasters Australia, based in Melbourne and has little sympathy with the large volume
manufacturers in Europe and elsewhere. Despite, that
is, his claims that a relatively simple modification to the
undercarriage of readily available machines can deliver
considerable operational benefits.
Spillane operates three machines specially modified
for his own business, and is adamant that those few who
have seen them in operation can immediately recognize
what he claims are the many benefits. “On the modified
machines, there are significant improvements in manoeuvrability, blade life and productivity,” said Spillane.
“ Operators that have seen them in action are impressed
and wonder why they can’t be bought off the shelf.”
There is nothing new about this concept. David
Vitiello, managing director of Dia-tool Australia, said
that he was supplying blades to similar machines as long
ago as 1988. He added that in the past thirty years, this
engineering concept has been ahead of the industry.
Six-wheelers were the first multi speed saws available
in Australia.
Spillane and Vitiello got together rather later. The
saws in question were modified in Vitiello’s workshop
two years ago. “I sent Tim some photographs of the
machine and he wanted to bring this concept forward”.
Spillane said that Vitiello wanted the inventor, Peter
Campbell, to settle in Melbourne and work directly for
him to develop the concept further.
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What Campbell did, was to modify a well-known
brand, with additional wheels to the undercarriage,
which improved the centre of gravity, manoeuvrability,
productivity and blade life. “Each time the saw out-performed the standard in terms of blade speed and life. The
six-wheel undercarriage is that good,” said Spillane. “But
there is bias and prejudice towards a market driven idea.
Many features of the six-wheeler have been adopted, for
example multi-speed central drive belts. What is lost on
these volume manufacturers is the water-cooling systems
and the stable undercarriage. My view is they sell more
blades on their standard saws.
“Anyone who had used one of these saws for a
week, has loathed going back to a standard saw. They
cut straight and perpendicular. They are balanced. At the
end of a week a novice operator on a six-wheeler would
cut better than an experienced cutter. The machine
makes the difference.
“To sell this machine is easy. Demonstrate it to
someone who has never used a saw and then get them
to use a standard saw. Volume manufacturers spend a
fortune on compliance of the motor. They spend nothing on the undercarriage.”
Spillane said that he has converted three machines
resulting in increases in production of between 30% to
40%. “I’m currently working with an engineer which
will realise gains in the manoeuvrability of this model
regarding lift requirement,” said Spillane. “This will
reduce operator fatigue by repositioning the pivot wheel
closer to the centre of gravity. The six-wheeler provides
a 50% longer wheelbase. The inset front wheels create a
trike affect which provides constant traction on uneven
surfaces that are commonplace on most job sites.
“The six-wheeler delivers optimum wheel position
for manoeuvring and optimum wheelbase extension
when in cutting modes. The extended wheel/trike effect
reduces blade flex and friction over the longer wheelbase

in cutting mode. This leads to smoother cutting as well
as maintaining a straighter plane therefore less friction
and longer blade life”.
Aside from running a successful sawing business,
Spillane has been attempting to obtain backing to put
the six-wheeler, originally patented in 1995, as a complete machine, but so far without success. “Retrofitting
a six-wheeler hydraulically requires a lot of additional
components, as well as far greater expertise to install
rendering it an uneconomical option,” said Spillane.
“I have time trialled six-wheelers against standard
machines which have proved to be 50% faster, easier
to shift and move. The original six-wheelers of the 80s
and 90s had adjustable handles, variable speed shaft and
a braked drive system far superior to what is available
25-30 years on.
“Time will tell if I can get it to market as my contracting business remains my priority. Any experienced
operator instantly realizes its advantage once behind
the controls. The six-wheeler addresses the shortcomings of the four-wheel flat saws of today. The dual
platform provides perfect balance as well as optimal
performance uncompromised. The current machines
are being offered with corrective devices to overcome
their deficiencies.
“I am determined to see the technology adopted,
and I hope to continue the development of the sixwheeler, finances permitting. I am actively pursuing this
with some additional engineering input and hopefully it
will provide an affordable option to my fellow cutters.
“It will have to be done according to my time-frame
and available resources. One well-known manufacturer
has expressed an interest and requested a six-wheeler that
can be fitted to their machines without major alteration.
“I am confident I can meet their high expectations.
But going it alone is a difficult path. There is a market
out there, and I am pursuing sponsorship”.
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Toku

THE HAMMER OF THE EAST
In 1937, Fukuoka-based Toku set off on a quest to become the largest
manufacturer of pneumatic tools in the East. 70 years on, the company has
evolved into a market leader in Japan and a recognized global player in the
field of hydraulic breakers. Andrei Bushmarin reports.

Fukuoka is a vibrant bustling city on the Japanese
island of Kyushu with the population of 1.5 million.
Officially the capital of the Fukuoka prefecture, it is
Japan’s unofficial culinary capital. But fine cuisine is
not Fukuoka’s only trademark. The city is also home to
many nation- and worldwide industrial brands. Among
them proudly stands Toku.

Inception and pre-war years
Toku’s founder Nobuta Nagatomi came from a humble
background in Fukuoka. He had barely finished elementary school when he was sent to work to help his

family. The area was full of coal quarries, and the young
Nagatomi toiled in one of them. When he was 20 years
old, his colleague told him about a manufacturer of air
tools in Osaka called Uryu. It was at Uryu that Nagatomi
learned about making pneumatic tools.
In 1937 he set up a repair shop for rock drilling equipment in Takeshita, a small town in the
Fukuoka prefecture. Nagatomi’s shop provided
maintenance services to local mining companies.
The young company quickly expanded and in 1941
it purchased 12,000m2 of land around Tsukiguma
and built a factory.

When the WWII broke out, the factory came under
control of the ministries of maritime transportation and
munitions and switched to servicing the war effort.
In 1945, due to a forced removal order, Toku had to
move to another location in Fukuoka where it resumed
production of pneumatic tools for mining applications.

Birth of the brand
The Toku brand began to gain recognition throughout
the country in 1955 when a separate company Toku
Pneumatic was founded to market and sell Toku
products. In 1963, construction of the first of Toku’s
June - July 2016 • Issue 3 •
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six existing plants was completed in Nakabaru. This
14,000m2 plant became Toku’s flagship manufacturing
unit and remains so to the present day.
Having realized, as early as 1968 the importance of
being a global player, Toku’s management established an
international division to promote Toku solutions overseas.
Another major step to an international break-through was
signing a joint venture agreement with Chicago Pneumatic
in 1975. Partnering with CP gave Toku access to many new
markets, particularly in the automotive business. The newly
formed joint venture focused on production and marketing impact wrenches, and to satisfy the demand Toku had
to build another factory in Kishima, Saga prefecture. The
partnership between Toku and CP continues to this day.

Breaking into the breaker business
It was in the early 1980s that Toku developed its first hydraulic breaker. For a manufacturer of pneumatic tools,
diversification into the breaker industry was a natural
move. The 80s were a time of large-scale construction
and renovation projects in Japan, and demand was high
for equipment like hydraulic breakers.
Breakers were manufactured at another plant the
company built exclusively for this purpose in Minobaru. Due to a combination of simple construction,
lightweight and low noise, Toku breakers were a hit
with domestic contractors, and soon became the manufacturer’s signature product.
Toku currently has a market share of over 20% in Japan’s hydraulic breaker segment. Its product range includes
15 standard models weighing 75kg to 5t. The mid-range
TNB 151 breaker is Toku’s most popular model, with over
5,000 units sold to overseas customers. Models tailored
to underwater and tunnel applications are also available.

Ever-expanding circle of customers
Toku’s logo consists of three intertwined circles, which
reflects its philosophy of constant development. Since
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1986 when Toku went international, it has added
over 80 countries to the list of its overseas markets.
Currently its biggest customer outside Japan is North
America where Toku registered a subsidiary in 2010.
Based in Cleveland, Ohio, Toku America supplies
hydraulic breakers and other demolition attachments
to contractors throughout the US and Canada.
Toku also has a strong presence in the East-Asian
countries like China, South Korea and Singapore,
courtesy of its Shanghai-based daughter company
Toku Shanghai international, established in 2002. In
the early 2000s, the manufacturer became the OEM
supplier of hydraulic breakers to Komatsu, which
further broadened Toku’s international horizons.
International sales currently account for 60% of the
company’s turnover. A lion’s share of sales work is
handled by Toku’s international department. Headed
by Kazuyoshi Tsuge, it consists of eight salespersons
with a good command of English (no mean feat for
the Japanese), which gives the company an edge over
its fellow Japanese suppliers.

Toku’s way of competing
Demolition attachments in general and hydraulic
breakers in particular are the business where cutthroat
competition is the order of the day. With a multitude of
Korean and Chinese brands offering their attachments
at reduced prices, Toku has no other choice but to create value-added products with enhanced performance
and durability. To achieve this, Toku is introducing an
in-house aftersales support system based on the latest
IT technologies. Called TO-MS (Toku Management
System), it monitors the performance of a breaker using a special electronic device. It collects information
concerning the breaker’s working hours and instances of
misuse) and transmits it to a CPU memory unit installed
on the carrier machine and then further to a cloud server.
Thanks to this advanced control system, operation of a

Toku’s founder Nobuta Nagatomi.

breaker can be optimised, which translates into reduction in ownership cost. Apart from hydraulic breakers,
Toku offers a full range of attachments for demolition,
digging and material handling tasks.

One-stop supplier of work tools
Over the course of 70 years Toku has developed into
a diversified supplier of work tools to construction,
demolition, mining, material handling and automotive
industries. Its product range varies from demolition
attachments to small pneumatic tools, like rotary and
chipping hammers to impact wrenches, grinders and
air hoists. The company operates from six factories
equipped with the latest heat-treatment facilities and
CNC centres.
Recognizing the fact that continuous research and
product development is vital to competitiveness, Toku
has a separate company within the group to perform
these tasks. Established in 2003 under the name of
Eisin, it was integrated into Toku’s business structure in
2010. Staffed by a team of 36 specialists, Eisin is based
at Toku’s flagship manufacturing facility in Nakabaru.
It also has an equipment maintenance department at
the Minobaru factory where hydraulic breakers are
produced. At Nakabaru, Toku runs a training center
“Terakoya” (the term for a Japanese private school in the
Edo period) where experienced employees teach newly
hired workers the basics of machining.

www.toku-net.co.jp
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New Dynaset products at Bauma
At Bauma Dynaset introduced a number of new
products including the KPL high pressure street washing unit, HPTO hydraulic power take-off, HMAG
pro hydraulic magnet with claws, HVD90 hydraulic
directional vibra, HGV power box, variable hydraulic
generator HPI 700, hydraulic pressure intensifier and
HG 1 hydraulic generator.
Dynaset ‘s new HMAG pro hydraulic magnet,
which has a 0.8s demagnetization time, is now available
with claws. The hydraulic magnet is a plug and play
attachment for scrap handling, recycling, demolition
and railroad work. HMAG Pro has one of the world’s
best demagnetization and claws. The claws help to

remove dirt, gravel and debris to get better access to
the scrap metal.
The new HVD90 is providing one direction
vibration force for a loader’s bucket and truck bed.
Vibration will help emptying a bucket and remove
blockage material.
The Dynaset HGV power box produces electricity by utilizing a mobile machine’s engine power. The
power box includes HG hydraulic generator with control
valves, oil tank, cooler, Dynaset high speed hydraulic
pump and electric central. The all-in-one-box system
is easy to install on any truck chassis, vehicle, boat, or
ship thanks to its modular structure and compact size.

HCME to support
dealers with Mascus
At Bauma Dynaset introduced a number of new
products including the KPL high pressure street
washing unit, HPTO hydraulic power take-off,
HMAG pro hydraulic magnet with claws, HVD90
hydraulic directional vibra, HGV power box,
variable hydraulic generator HPI 700, hydraulic
pressure intensifier and HG 1 hydraulic generator.
Dynaset ‘s new HMAG pro hydraulic magnet,
which has a 0.8s demagnetization time, is now
available with claws. The hydraulic magnet is a
plug and play attachment for scrap handling,
recycling, demolition and railroad work. HMAG
Pro has one of the world’s best demagnetization
and claws. The claws help to remove dirt, gravel
and debris to get better access to the scrap metal.
The new HVD90 is providing one direction
vibration force for a loader’s bucket and truck bed.
Vibration will help emptying a bucket and remove
blockage material.
The Dynaset HGV power box produces
electricity by utilizing a mobile machine’s engine
power. The power box includes HG hydraulic
generator with control valves, oil tank, cooler,
Dynaset high speed hydraulic pump and electric
central. The all-in-one-box system is easy to install
on any truck chassis, vehicle, boat, or ship thanks
to its modular structure and compact size.
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Rockster and ICS at Hillhead
Rockster Recycler and its UK dealer International
Crusher Solutions exhibited crushing and screening
solutions on stand C3 at the Hillhead Quarrying exhibition in Buxton, Derbyshire, UK. The Rockster R900
impact crusher, including the screenbox and return
belt were demonstrated crushing demolition debris to
a size of 0-22mm.
The R900 with screenbox produces defined final
grain in only one step. Based on a full hydraulic model, the mobile track-mounted impact crusher R900 is
equipped with an opening of 900mm x 720mm and a
heavy duty, four-hammer hard aggregate rotor, making operations possible in standard recycling applications and areas involving hard or abrasive aggregates.
The hydrostatic drive system replaces the normal
clutch system, and allows continuous adjustment
of the rotor speed, responding to various operating
conditions. The circular motion vibrating screen can
be assembled directly on the main discharge conveyor.
The R900 model is also a popular machine for using
the Rockster Duplex system, which allows an interchange of the crusher units on the R900 and R800.
Thanks to the identical drive system, both units can
be installed on the same basic frame. Within only
a few hours the impact crusher can be transformed
into a jaw crusher, and vice versa and used for many
different applications.

DYNASET ENTERS THE AGE OF MATURITY
On 16-17 June Finland-based manufacturer Dynaset
celebrated its 30th anniversary in its hometown of
Ylöjärvi, just near Tampere. One of the most inventive and original companies in the demolition and
dust control industries, Dynaset manufactures a
wide range of hydraulic equipment, which converts
carriers’ hydraulic power to electricity, high-pressure
water, compressed air, magnetic or vibration force.
Founded by inventor and entrepreneur Reijo Karppinen in 1986, Dynaset has grown into a major global
player that supplies its solutions to every corner of
the world. Excellently organized, the event success-

fully mixed business and pleasure by combining the
Dynaset annual dealer meeting with a gala party. The
business part included a factory visit, a number of
product and application demos, and sales and technical training. Dealers from all over the world, including such far-off places as Panama and Korea, attended
the meeting. The work part went seamlessly into a
party, which (true to Dynaset’s out-of-box thinking)
started with pole dancing. PDi magazine sincerely
congratulates Dynaset on the anniversary and wishes
it further development and a lot of success.

www.dynaset.com

Hatz premiers 3H50 three-cylinder engine
Motorenfabrik Hatz used Bauma for the world premiere of the water-cooled three-cylinder engines of the
current H family. The company also presented future
solutions around the proposed emission standard
EU stage V. Hatz also introduce generator sets and
hydraulic power packs.
Together with the existing Hatz 4H50 engines
there will also be three-cylinder versions available. For
optimum combustion, best operating characteristics
and reduced emissions they are also equipped with
the Bosch common rail technology. The engines have
a maximum torque of 200Nm and a maximum power
of 46kW.

The Hatz 3H50TI reaches EU Stage IIIA and EPA
Tier 4 interim in the power range 19kW to 37kW. To
comply with the exhaust emission standards EPA Tier 4
final and EU stage IIIB, the Hatz 3H50TIC is equipped
with a combination of external exhaust gas recirculation
and diesel oxidation catalyst. Both engine variants will
be available from 2018.
Even without diesel particulate filters, intelligent
Hatz advanced combustion strategy enables the engines
to comply with the current exhaust emission standards.
Motorenfabrik Hatz is believed to be the only
manufacturer providing a Tier-4-final certified engine
range up to 19kW.

Motorenfabrik Hatz predicted the stricter regulations for the H-family concerning a diesel particulate
filter at higher power classes at the outset and designed the engines accordingly. At Bauma, the engine
manufacturer presented the EU stage V solutions Hatz
3H50TICD and 4H50TICD, which will be launched
well before the introduction of the new exhaust emission
legislation in 2019.
Hatz also presented the new generating set Hatz
HEA 27TDCW5 producing 27KVA at 50Hz and
400V and the new hydraulic power pack. With the EU
Stage IIIB engine Hatz 4H50TIC, the new Hatz HAA
55HDCW supplies 42kW of hydraulic power.
June - July 2016 • Issue 3 •
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ROCKSTER at Bauma

The Rockster R1100S impact crusher was among the many
products the Austrian company displayed at Bauma. Rockster also hosted a live demonstration of an R900 impactor
with screen box and return belt on a nearby construction site
crushing demolition debris to a size of 0-22mm.
One of the first R1100S machines was recently purchased by Polixmair Aufbereitungstechnik from Gmunden,
Austria. The R1100S was sent to its first job directly after
Bauma working on asphalt recycling and processing natural
stone.
“With the new R1100S we are fully up to date with the
latest technical state of the art machinery. The intuitive control display with the quick start function and the continuous,
fully hydraulic gap adjustment are labour saving features and
help us to save time,” said Polixmair Aufbereitungstechnik
chief executive Ferdinand Polixmar. “The fact that the screen
box can be lowered to the ground facilitates the change of
screening meshes and any maintenance works. Also with
the remote control, we have more possibilities now, as for
example adjusting the crusher speed and the speed of the vibration feeder. So the excavator operator has the opportunity
to intervene quickly in the crushing process.”
“It was a surprisingly strong Bauma, which exceeded
our expectations,” said Rockster chief executive Wolfgang
Kormann. “Due to the growing European bureaucracy and
the loss of markets, especially in southern Europe, we did not
expect this amount of prospective customers. Encouraging
was the response of visitors who used the fair to compare
different products, as they commended the benefits of our
technology. Especially our R1100S, equipped with the latest
refinements, was convincing many visitors and we obtained
several orders for this crushing plant at the fair. Once again,
it was astonishing how international the Bauma really is,
we had potential customers even from less known countries
such as the Tuamotu Islands, New Caledonia and Kiribati
at our booth.”

The international earthmoving and building machinery exhibition SaMoTer, is the only event in
Italy covering all construction machinery sectors in
Europe and will be held on 22 - 25 February 2017 at
the Veronafiere Exhibition Centre, Verona Italy. The
exhibition is a partner event in the cycle of European
trade fairs sharing the patronage of the Committee for
European Construction Equipment.
The exhibition focus will be on environmental
emergency and protection solutions, the territory
and hydro-geological risks, with special reference to
intelligent machines, hybrid low-emission and high efficiency machines, technological platforms for humanto-machine and machine-to-machine interaction.
Present innovations, new business tools and prospects,
as well as encouraging debate to better understand the
future will be prominent. With this spirit and in the
wake of renewed support for the construction sector,
SaMoTer is investing in a variety of activities and tools
designed to provide support for the needs of companies in the industry. The promotion of new forms of
business alongside consolidated channels also involves
innovation of formats by launching new initiatives.
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A configuration tool that helps you get started faster
The best thing about Epec’s MultiTool is that it lets
you get to the actual work much faster. Epec’s control
system was installed into translifters manufactured
by TTS Liftec Oy and the MultiTool configuration
tool was used to program the control units. The
translifters were also equipped with a modern GlobE
remote management solution.
TTS Liftec Oy, located in Pirkkala, is a company
that manufactures translifters and straddle carriers
for ports and the heavy industry. The translifters
are used to move loads of up to 200 tons and their
control units must endure vibrations, heat and subzero temperatures. “These conditions definitely set
strict durability requirements for the machines and
their control units”, says automation engineer Mika
Rinta-Koski from TTS Liftec. The machines are used
in heavy-duty work, so the operators must be able to
trust them completely.

The innovative MultiTool configuration
tool was the decisive factor
When the old control units became unavailable, TTS
Liftec decided it was time to update the translifters’
control systems. In addition to being durable, the
new system had to be cost-efficient and modern.
“Epec’s MultiTool configuration tool strongly
influenced our decision. We knew it would allow
us to complete programming faster. Eliminating
troublesome preparations would allow us to get to
work much faster”, Rinta-Koski describes. MultiTool
is a system design and configuration tool that makes
it extremely easy for program designers to define the
functions they want for the control units. The actual
programming of the control units is carried out using the CODESYS programming tool. MultiTool
has a user-friendly interface, and Epec also provides
training for the program’s users. “Our collaboration
with Epec has been a pleasure. At the beginning
of the project, I participated in training sessions at
Epec. There are comprehensive instructions available
at Epec’s Extranet and their customer support team
always provides help quickly”, says Rinta-Koski.

Remote monitoring of machinery
The programming of the control units must naturally
be cost-efficient and easy, but the end user of the machine has the most important role. That is why TTS
Liftec wanted to equip their newest translifters with
Epec’s GlobE remote management solution. The
Epec 6100 Remote Access Unit, one of Epec’s newest
innovations, was chosen for the remote connection.
The 6100 control unit was also programmed using
MultiTool. GlobE allows, e.g., parameter adjustments or software updates to be performed remotely,
so the maintenance personnel no longer need to be
physically present every time. The machine’s operator, in turn, is able to view the information they need
on their own computer after logging in. “In addition
to us, this is especially valuable to our customers. The
remote monitoring, programming and parameter
assignment functions are important – they allow us
to serve customers faster and cut travel expenses. In
the future, the remote connection will be utilised in
even more innovative ways”, Rinta-Koski promises.
“MultiTool makes the process much faster. The customer can focus on using the machine while MultiTool
automatically manages the complicated preparations
such as determining communication protocols for the
control unit.” – Jussi-Petteri Lehto Project Services Manager Epec Oy Worked as Project Manager for this project.
“Epec products perfectly meet the expectations
we have for control units. We also find it very important that the programming tools are simple and can
be used quickly. It saves us valuable time.” – Mika
Rinta-Koski Automation Engineer TTS Liftec Oy

Epec GlobE in a nutshell
Epec GlobE is our new browser-based remote
management solution, which allows you to track,
monitor and log machine data from the office, or
even from your home via a tablet. The modern
GlobE system makes it possible to, e.g., monitor the
machine’s real-time location or important values and
alarms related to the work process, adjust parameters
and perform software updates - remotely.

• 100% Made in Italy
• Remote control operated
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Easy Control for Orkel Compactors
With a control system from Epec, Norwegian Orkel AS
highlights their excellence as a compactor manufacturer.
The control units and touch screens in Orkel’s new
compactors – the Dens-X for the agricultural sector
and the Hi-X for the industrial sector – give the client
a wide selection of pre-installed programs and an easy
to use user interface that overcomes language barriers.
The new system does not require machine-specific
knowledge for entering settings, but the right settings
are defined with the graphic user interface based on the
materials to be baled.
Because of the control system, the machine’s operator can control and adjust all functions of the compactor
– material feed, compaction and wrapping. The operator
can create customized settings in addition to the predefined programs that are set up at the factory. E.g. the
operator may store one set of setting for baling a wet
material, and one for the material when dry. Using the
compactor is efficient, and the operator spends less time
in preparing the machine for work at each new work
location; when instead of a time consuming preparation stage, the machine’s settings are already optimized,
describes Raine Röyskö from Epec.
For the user, the new control system materializes
as a high quality and efficient Epec 6107 Display Unit
touch screen – the use of which is considerably simpler
due to easy to read icons and an intuitive parameter
layout. The readability of the screen remains good
due to a background lighting, even in direct sunlight.
Also, because of a wide viewing angle, the user can tell
what the currently active functions are while moving
around the machine and looking at the screen from
different angles.

Open programmability
Through open programmability, Orkel is able to implement the system development with agile methods and
maintain the system according to their clients’ needs.
– We like to offer our clients tailored solutions and
develop our machines’ control system to fit every special
need. Epec’s flexible overall solution and software allows
us to further develop the control system our self and
provide even better usability and performance. Lastly,
our new compactors are used in conditions where dirt,
dust and small metal particles are daily life. Epec’s control
systems suit the machines superbly, because they can
withstand the most demanding operating environments,
Skråstad applauds the cooperation.
“The icons on the screen open up completely new
business opportunities for us, because the symbols and
pictures overcome all language barriers. For our clients,
the new user interface creates considerable cost savings
due to lesser training needs and fewer potential operator
errors.” – Halvor Skråstad, Orkel AS
“The PC software and application libraries developed by Epec make it considerably easier to implement
CODESYS-based control systems. At Orkel, these have
been embraced quickly and they give the company a
remarkable competitive advantage in the markets, where
reacting to customer needs both quickly and flexibly is
essential.” – Raine Röyskö, Epec Oy

Australia 2016: Consolidation is Key
A New Year is traditionally a time to reflect on the old
and make predictions for the next. Tyrolit head of sales
and marketing in Australia and a member of Concrete
Sawing and Drilling Association Australia’s Executive,
Phil Rowden invited Chris Webb to share his thoughts
on where the concrete cutting industry may head over
the next 12 months.
Like most industries that rely on infrastructure
investment for their well-being, concrete cutters are
feeling the chill of tumbling oil prices that have wiped
billions of dollars off shares. But a healthy 2015 has
buoyed the sector sufficiently, perhaps, to weather the
storm of a China-led global economic slowdown, which
continues to haunt investors.
Australia is a country whose domestic manufacturing of diamond tools and associated equipment has been
savaged by an Asian invasion over the last three decades.
“The industry is a different place,” said Rowden. “Some
90% of diamond tools are imported”. No wonder, then,
that those players still present, among them Tyrolit,
which has bases in Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Perth
and Adelaide, feel confident enough to look forward
with new optimism.
“Of course everyone knows it depends on what
the foreign exchange is doing and bank rates are key,”
said Rowden. And, it is a patchy picture , with the East
coast performing relatively well, rail investment looking strikingly robust, and the major cities of Sydney,
Brisbane and Melbourne playing host to a hundred or
more tower cranes, always a good indicator of prosperity
and investment.
“In 2015, Australia was a good year for our industry,” said Rowden. “We saw a 17% growth overall over
the previous year. Sawing and drilling, and the floor
preparation companies did well through hire and reseller
activities. Tyrolit benefitted from good wall saw, wire saw
and other sales. But 2016 may see the industry reaching
a plateau. We’re looking for a little growth, but it won’t
be a spike, more of a consolidation.”
Australia is no stranger to competition. An aggressive pricing onslaught from South East Asia has taken its
toll on domestic manufacturing and marketing, leaving
only the very strong to survive, but the former price
freefall appears to have bottomed out.
The Asian invasion, as Rowden calls it, started late
1980s. “Original products were made by Australian
companies, like Keith Fisher, ADT, Dembicon and
Boart Longyear here in Australia, then the Japanese
companies started appearing like Sankyo and Riken,”
said Rowden. “Ten years later the Koreans entered the
market like Ehwa and Shinhan, both these companies
have a dominance, which closed down most Australian
manufacturing plants. In the last 10 years Australia has
become flooded with imports from China, Korea and
Thailand. There is very little manufacturing in Australia

now. But this in not just the diamond tools industry,
this has spread over most markets.
“The last couple of years have seen the price erosion flatten out, this is mainly due to the exchange rate
fluctuation and the rising cost of manufacturing. Over
the last 20 years the professional diamond tools sales
price has decreased by at least two-thirds. For example,
back in 1988 a 400mm handsaw blade sold for A$750
(€490). Today it sells for about A$200 (€130). In 1988
a 20-inch road saw blade sold for A$1100 (€714); in
today’s market it will sell for about A$400 (€260)”.
Despite an era of relative austerity, Rowden points
out that the industry has matured and gained its professional credentials. It has striven to attract good people, and
the CSDAA continues to make strides in training and accreditation aimed at raising its profile in the career market.
“I think it will make the industry a better structured business, the current issue is untrained operators
earning a very good income, in the building industry,
but with no official training,” said Rowden. “As there
are no regulations, anyone can do concrete cutting and
drilling, so building companies do their own cutting
and drilling, giving no security to the CSDAA industry.
That’s about to change”.
So, how is marketing set to change as the industry
grapples with the digital era? It has been suggested that
most sales within about five years, will be online. How
this will affect the culture of the business? Don’t buyers
want a hands-on feel for what they’re buying?
“That’s possibly correct for basic tooling,” said Rowden. “But I feel top-end purchases and professional use
will still require application knowledge, which will still
give diamond tools companies progress in the industry;
cheap-end tooling with no guarantee will be sold on the
internet in just the same way as today.”
How does Rowden think the industry will develop
over the next year or more? “The industry needs and will
be more regulated; it will end up being a mix between
European and American standards,” said Rowden. “All
machinery and tooling will need to meet compliance,
which will eradicate a lot of the cheap-end products, and
non-structured companies. This will bring up standards,
and pricing. Pricing will increase, but to a moderate
level so that a lot of large businesses will be on the same
level. There will always be the one-man, small trading
businesses picking up the low end.
“I believe the diamond tool and concrete cutting
industries will see larger organizations thrive once the
regulations are put in place, as they will be registered
to do major works. Overall, innovation will keep the
industry strong, with lighter weight, higher powered,
longer lasting, better quality products entering the
market. Companies like Hilti, Tyrolit, Husqvarna will
lead the innovation, with inferior products being copied,
but with no compliance, so this will leave them behind.”
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Würzburg’s Bürgerbräu
brewery restored

WIDENING THE HINTERRHEINBRÜCKE
BRIDGE IN BONADUZ, SWITZERLAND
The Hinterrheinbrücke bridge, approximately 200m
long over the Posterior Rhine in Bonaduz, Switzerland
is being widened. It carries the N13 motorway and the
foundations of the supporting pillars need to be reinforced to carry the additional load of the wider carriageway. The contract for this project was awarded to the
Swiss contractor Implenia Schweiz, based in Dietlikon.
The schedule for completing the project was extremely tight, as some of the bridge support pillars stand
in the river, which will have to be diverted to access the
pillars in mid stream. So far Implenia Schweiz has drilled
24 holes of 1m diameter into five foundations in two
stages. The company turned to Tyrolit to supply the drilling equipment which included a specially developed dual
drill rig based on the BC-2 drill rig with a GR 1000 gear
reduction arm as well as drill bits with lengths of 600mm,
1m, 1.5m and 2m, each with a diameter of 1m. The rig
was driven by a Tyrolit PPH25RR*** hydraulic drive unit.
It soon became clear that the foundation was
tougher to drill than expected. In addition to the
originally expected drilling depths of 1.35m to 1.85m,
depths of 2.5m to 2. m in strong underwater concrete
was required. Some of the bore holes had to be extended
down to a total depth of 4.5m at short notice.
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The bore holes were drilled using special drill bits
with different lengths from 600mm to 2m. In order to
reach the depth of 4.5m, the drill bits were provided
with sufficient cutting clearance and drilling was performed in two steps, each to a depth of 2m. The drill
cores were broken using a Type BTH350 blasting tool
before being removed from the hole using an excavator. Owing to the granite aggregate, the concrete was
extremely hard, so the drilling time alone for 4.5m
was around 10h to 12h. With the converted dual
drilling rig, which was originally designed by Tyrolit
for a depth of 2.4m, it was also possible to drill the
4.5m bore holes. Each bore hole was then fitted with
a steel reinforcement cage and filled with concrete to
reinforce the bridge’s foundations. After a curing time
of four to five days, the next hole could then be drilled
in the same foundation.
As the N13 motorway remained open during the
construction work was carried out in sections in order
not to jeopardise the structural stability of the bridge.
Thanks to the cooperation and experience of Implenia Schweiz and Tyrolit, the first stage of this project
was completed before the level of the Posterior Rhine
rose again at the end of April.

The near 200 year old Bürgerbräu brewery in
the German town of Würzburg is located at one
of the city gates and the last remaining architectural example of the Wilhelminian period. The
decline of the brewery has led to its dereliction
in recent years.
Large sections of the premises were acquired
in 2012 by a group of entrepreneurs who aim to
bring new life into the Bürgerbräu, while preserving most of the existing structural fabric of the
buildings. The Bürgerbräu is to be transformed
into a centre for culture and creativity. An urban,
cosmopolitan space will be created for commercial and office premises, for sports, educational,
socio-cultural, artsy and cultural activities, as
well as for restaurants and events. The groundbreaking ceremony was held in December 2012,
and the complex has since been progressively
refurbished in a number of sections.
The contractor Sendner from Güntersleben,
near Würzburg, was commissioned to carry out
the extensive drilling, special demolition and wire
sawing works by the architects Roland Breunig
and Hans-Reiner Waldbröl in late 2014. As a
partner for cutting out eight arches, each with a
diameter of 6.2m and a wall thickness of 1.1mt,
Sendner contracted Tyrolit in March 2015.
Cutting the arches was a challenge, as the
existing SL circular wire saw was only designed for
up to 2.5m diameter. Moreover, the quarry stone
material posed problems because an attachment
of the machine to the masonry seemed virtually
impossible. Tyrolit and Sendner, jointly decided
to convert the Tyrolit SL circular wire saw to meet
the project’s requirements. The machine system
was upgraded with the 20kW hydraulic CR-5/
RC drive unit and the corresponding 11m length
of Tyrolit Type DWM***-C diamond wire. To
fasten the wire saw to the quarry stone, Sender
fabricated a special steel frame. The drive side
as well as the diverter rolls on the outside were
successfully stabilised in this manner.
Using an electroplated wire, an arch of 7.2m2
was cut out of the quarry stone brickwork in only
2.5h. This corresponds to an effective cutting time
of more than 2.9m²/h, not counting the time
required for the conversion work. The lifetime of
the 11m length of Type DWM***-C diamond
wire was also impressive at 5.2m²/rm, whereby
the wire was not even fully worn out at the end
of the project. The calculated peripheral speed of
18m/s proved suited to solving the task of sawing
out the eight arches from the bottling plant wall.
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KEESTRACK AT HILLHEAD 2016
Keestrack will be represented at Hillhead
by its UK partner Molson Group on
stand CE1 with scalpers and screens,
tracked crushers and stackers.
The Keestrack C8 track-mounted
screening unit will make its UK debut.
It feature a double screen that can be
equipped with different screening systems, including the Bivitec Flip-Flow
technology of Keestrack’s Austrian partner Binder + Co. This provides a broad
area of application in the recycling of
waste materials, the processing of minerals with high moisture levels, or in the
production of large volumes of standard
mineral products up to 1,200t/h.
By providing different screening
combinations of the double screening unit it is possible to process, for
minimum grain sizes of < 2mm. If the
linings in the upper-deck circular vibratory screen are changed, the unit can
also be deployed behind a crusher or

for the processing of hot materials. The
transport weight of the Keestrack C8/
K8 unit is 43.5t, including the 12m³
feed hopper, overband magnet and two
side conveyors.
The C8/K8 unit is available with
diesel-hydraulic and diesel-electric drives.
Representing the Keestrack tracked
crusher range will be the jaw crusher
Keestrack B4 and the impact crusher
R3 Destroyer 1011. With a maximum
feed size of 600 mm the 42t B4 jaw
crusher offers production rates up to
400t/h. With less than 30t transport
weight including all options, the R3 is
the smallest of Keestrack’s impact crushers, but offers production up to 250t/h.
The unit features pre-screening and the
direct driven Keestrack impact crusher.
The optional single deck built-on screen
with recirculation conveyor allows the
cost-effective production of specified
products with only one machine.

GSSI unveils StructureScan
In the US ground penetrating radar
equipment manufacturer GSSI has
introduced StructureScan Mini XT
the new generation of its concrete
inspection GPR system. StructureScan
Mini XT is ideal for locating rebar,
conduits, post-tension cables, and
voids. The Mini XT can help identify
structural elements, including pan
deck and concrete cover, and can also
provide real time determination of
concrete slab thickness.
The concrete inspection tool
comes with an antenna, positioning
system, and control unit combination.
It features an intuitive touchscreen
interface and six button control options. With its 2.7GHz antenna, the
StructureScan Mini XT offers superior
target resolution and can reach depths
of 500mm. The system is positioned
8mm off the surface, providing additional ground clearance that allows

the Mini XT to be used over rough
concrete surfaces.
StructureScan Mini XT is IP
65-rated and users receive data visualization from a HD touchscreen
user interface and different operation
modes tailored for beginner to advanced use. The StructureScan Mini
XT also makes it easy to customize
the data display with a variety of colour adjustments. Real-time migrated
data, onscreen reference markers and
real-time signal floor indicator are
also available.
StructureScan Mini XT incorporates three accessory ports to allow
for future expansion. An extension
pole accessory, with six button remote
operation, is ideal for walking and
wall surveys. Other features include a
removable handle for reduced vertical
clearance, positioning lasers, power
saver mode, and 4-wheel drive.
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Hyundai completes Stage IV
product range at Bauma
Hyundai Heavy Industries Europe presented
an extensive range of 33 machines at Bauma,
including some world premiers and release of
new models of the Stage IV range compliant
excavators wheel loaders and forklifts. The most
significant change in this continued programme is
the roll-out of Stage IV compliant diesel engines,
with reduced exhaust emissions and improved
fuel economy. Besides the engine change there
are numerous other updates ranging from the
cabin features including dashboard and instrument cluster to the hydraulic control and the
exterior design.

New managing director at GovPlanet EU
IronPlanet, an online marketplace for buying and selling
used heavy equipment and trucks, has appointed David
Shouesmith as managing director of GovPlanet EU, the
European arm of Iron Planet’s government and public
agency equipment disposals service.
Shouesmith will bring his expertise on European
government agency operations, particularly in the UK.
Previously, Shouesmith served in the British Army and
Ministry of Defence and has had an extensive career in
corporate and commercial consultancy in the defence
sector and beyond.
In this new position he will be responsible for
deciding which government and public sector bodies
GovPlanet forge new business relationships with, and
devise and implementing business plans for the impending European expansion.

Major developments for Indeco
Indeco launched a series of developments across most
of the product range at Bauma. Focus was on a boost
to productivity and reliability, the hallmarks of the Indeco product range. This has been achieved by further
enhancements, as well as by broadening the range.

New fuel saving system on breakers
Indeco has upgraded the hydraulic system on their
breakers, so the HP series now has fuel saving. Compared to other manufacturers’ models of equivalent
weight and performance, Indeco breakers require less
oil/min and lower operating pressure. This reduces the
engine speed of the carrier, leading to fuel savings of up
to 20%. This advantage is even more clear when comparing the Indeco breaker competitors’ with gas or gas/
oil powered products of similar size. All new breakers in
the Indeco HP range will be displaying the FS badge. All
of the silent demolition and material handling products
have been given the same rotation mechanism, which
will now be used on all rotating products.

IMP multiprocessor
The new Indeco IMP multiprocessor has been redesigned, given a more robust body, and its maximum jaw
opening has been further increased, while its demolition, pulverizing and cutting geometries on the various
jaws have been improved.
The jaws have been updated to make it easier to
dismantle and replace and now offer better grip. Its
pulverizer version now has interchangeable teeth. The
shear version now has all the features of the ISS Series
Indeco shear, such as reversible and interchangeable
cutters, and a dual-profile piercing system. The range
has also been modified and extended.

Pulverizers with interchangeable teeth
The IFP fixed and IRP rotating pulverizers, as well as
a few improvements to make them more robust, have
interchangeable teeth on the mobile jaw for optimum
penetration of the material being demolished.

The new IMG grabs
The new IMG grabs have evolved from the previous
IDG demolition grabs. On a single housing, using the
same hydraulic circuit for opening/closing and for rotation, the new IMG grabs are now made in five different
versions for five different specific jobs in various sectors.
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Rockster Impactor R900
customized for coal crushing
Rockster’s new dealer for Latvia AVV Baltic Service
has supplied a customer in Ventspils with an impact
crusher for coal crushing at a harbour coal handling
terminal.
“Our client has to handle an increasing amount
of coal transit and needed additional crushing
equipment. The coal comes from Russia in bigger
fractions containing metallic parts. It is crushed to
fine grain, according to the different needs of the
clients and separated from metal what’s essential for
high quality coal, before it’s transported to Western
Europe by vessel,” said Baltic Service sales manager
Karlis Vecbastiks. “We chose Rockster because it’s
an Austrian high quality manufacturer with a lot
of experience in developing crushing solutions. We
really like the hydraulic concept and the Duplex
system,” says Vecbastiks.
Due to Rockster machines’ hydraulic concept,
the speed of the crusher, conveyors and screen can
be continuously adjusted to different material and
grading. With the Duplex option, Baltic Service is

able to change the R900 impact crusher to an R800
jaw crusher within a few hours.
Rockster modified the R900 crusher’s hopper
walls and designed a new system for using the return
belt as a stockpile belt. These modifications were important as the crusher is fed using portal cranes, with
an approximate 9m3 clamshell grab. In open position
the grabs are much wider than the standard width
of the hopper, so the extension of the hopper walls
solves the problem of material overflow. A stronger
magnet was also required.
Coal production depends on different requirements specified by the coal owners and the end
users. “The finest required fraction at the terminal
is 0-10mm, this is what we receive through the
screenbox from the main belt, grain with a diameter
of about 10-32mm is led via the oversize belt to the
stockpile belt. The optional screenbox is crucial for
us to get exactly defined final grain,” said Vecbastiks.
With the modified solution of the return belt, it is
simple to use it as return as well as a stockpile belt.
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Construction equipment industry to
embrace shift in operational focus
The European construction equipment industry
is confidently looking towards the future
and ready to embrace the transition into the
digital era, with a stronger-than-ever focus on
technology leadership and customer needs.
“We are determined to serve our customers
well in the midst of multiple trends facing our
industry. Being at the technical forefront is
critical for us”, said, Committee for European
Construction Equipment president and sales
director of Amman Europe (North) Bernd Holz.
Holz was speaking at a conference organised by CECE and McKinsey & Company
at Bauma where McKinsey launched a report
on the sector.
The report’s main findings are that the
European construction equipment manufacturers are on the brink of profound transformation, driven by external factors such as
rising competition from emerging markets,
tightening regulatory requirements, the
gradual growth of rental as primary customer
segment for several machine types, weak
economic recovery and the advancements
of telematics and data-driven solutions. The
sector, concludes McKinsey, is about to shift
priority from being operations focussed to
becoming customer centric.
“As an industry, we are embracing the
transformation McKinsey describes,” said
Holz. “We’ve used the past years to make our
production leaner and sustain our strength
to compete globally. Now, we are shifting
from selling just steel and hydraulics to an
offering of more all-integrated services to

support customers. The key for OEMs will be
how quick they can shift and implement the
foreseen future in their strategy, and to ready
ourselves for the era of digitization.
“Of critical importance is our technology leadership. Many of us are planning
to increase our spending on research and
development as part of our shift to greater
customer orientation. Technology is our heart
and soul.”
Holz called on the European legislator to
set the framework conditions to make sure
the engineering champions of Europe, such
as the construction equipment industry, can
reap their potential.
The two most important technology
trends for the sector in the next five years,
the survey suggests, are the advancement
of telematics and emissions technology.
Telematics and remote monitoring are closely
linked with better understanding as well
as serving customers. Emissions reduction
technology is closely related to regulation
and has been a focus for manufacturers for
several years.
The report characterizes the construction
equipment industry as a low-volume – high
complexity sector, producing over 100 machine types and with numerous OEMs active,
all the way from large multi-national players
to global niche players and local manufacturers. With over 350 corporate machinery
groups in Europe, operating under more than
500 brands, the sector collectively turns over
€35 to €40bn in their European businesses.

EDA condolences on
passing of Aurelio Bonaria
Aurelio Bonaria, administrator of the company Bonaria et Fils, and member of the
European Demolition Association has passed
away. The EDA would like to pay tribute to Mr.
Bonaria after his several years as a member
of the association and his help in developing
the European demolition industry.
Mr. Bonaria had a really successful career
in his company, being a recognized and
respected professional for all the colleagues
in the European demolition industry.
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EDA would like to extend its deepest
sympathy to his family.
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CSDA elects Board of Directors
The Concrete Sawing & Drilling Association
has announced new Board members, elected
at the 2016 CSDA Convention and Tech Fair,
held in March in Palm Desert, California.
Six Board members, whose terms expire
in 2018, were elected. They are Peter Bigwood, Brokk, Monroe, Washington; Scott
Brown, ICS Blount, Portland, Oregon; Matthew Dragon, GPRS, Toledo, Ohio; Bennett
Jones, Advanced Concrete Sawing, St. Paul,
Minnesota; Kevin Schmitt, Husqvarna Construction Products, Olathe, Kansas and Kellie
Vazquez, Holes Incorporated, Houston, Texas.
Continuing their roles as CSDA officers
are president Kevin Baron, Western Saw,
Oxnard, California; vice president Jack
Sondergard, Central Concrete Cutting,

Edgar, Wisconsin; secretary/treasurer Mike
Orzechowski, DITEQ Corporation, Lenexa,
Kansas; past president Judith O’Day, Terra
Diamond Industrial, Salt Lake City, Utah and
executive director Patrick O’Brien, St. Petersburg, Florida.
Returning for the second year of their
term are Board members Tim Beckman,
Cutting Edge Services Corp., Batavia, Ohio;
Matthew Finnigan, National Concrete
Cutting, Milton, Washington; Dan Foley,
Cobra Concrete Cutting Services, Arlington
Heights, Illinois; Greg Lipscomb, Diamond
Products Limited, Elyria, Ohio; Mike Nelson,
K2 Diamond, Torrance, California and Doug
Walker, Douglas H. Walker, Mount Holly,
New Jersey.

SUCCESSFUL CSDA CONVENTION
Industry professionals gathered in Palm Desert,
California to hear record-setting aviator Dick
Rutan deliver his inspirational keynote at the
Concrete Sawing and Drilling Association’s
2016 Convention and Tech Fair. The event,
held 10 to 12 March at the JW Marriott
Desert Springs Resort, saw a 36% increase in
first-time attendance on the 2015 convention.
This year’s programme had 18 industryspecific sessions in addition to Rutan’s Around
and Out of This World keynote presentation.
Rutan’s thrilling account of his nine-day nonstop, around-the- world flight in the Voyager
aircraft kept the audience on the edge of their
seats and emphasized the power of dreams,
dedication, desire and determination.
“I thought Dick Rutan was a great choice.
What a wonderful story with very real implications to our lives every day. Not only having
the chance to meet a man like Mr. Rutan in
real life, but truly get to understand his mindset and sense of purpose, was amazing,” said
Tommy Clay of Ardor Solutions in Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
Other business sessions covered a wide
range of topics, including concrete slurry and
dust control, dispatching procedures, rough-

ness average in the polishing industry, utilization of social media and cooperation between
concrete cutters and GPR contractors.
The programme also featured a series of
quick-fire manufacturer presentations that
gave representatives the chance to showcase
their products and services. This new format
proved popular and will appear on the 2017
CSDA Convention schedule.
Networking opportunities and social
events were again part of the convention
agenda. Around 20 leading industry manufacturers and affiliates exhibited at the event.
Delegates took the opportunity to talk with
vendors in an intimate setting that often
cannot be achieved at large trade shows.
“The Tech Fair is an excellent event.
As always, I learned a lot and made some
great networking connections,” said Richard
Steltzer of Merlin Steltzer Services, in St.
Louis, Missouri.
For only the second time in the association’s 45-year history, the CSDA Convention &
Tech Fair will be held outside the continental
US in Puerto Rico in March 2017. More details
on this, and other events from CSDA, can be
found at www.csda.org .
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